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In 1995, Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. will celebrate 100 years in business. This
feat of endurance is something few companies reach. Even fewer companies
reach the century mark while it remains a family owned and operated business.
In looking over the history of the Hatfield firm it is possible to see several key
factors and turning points that have enabled them to reach this landmark.
While factors such as being in an opportune location have provided the potential
for growth, it requires strong leadership and vision for any company to reach the
century mark. Hatfield has been blessed with a history of strong leadership,
ethical principles and quality products that have enabled it to prosper and grow.
It was from humble circumstances that the present Hatfield Quality Meats
began. About the year 1895 John C. Clemens, a Mainland, Pa. farmer began hauling
pork products from his farm to the 18th and Ridge Avenue Market in Philadelphia. In
a horse drawn wagon the twenty-eight mile journey, one way, r,~quif~ a substantial
commitment of time. Sometimes he would leave the day before mar~ay and stay in
a hotel near or on top ofthe market. Depending on the weather, the trip took as long
as eleven hours. Having arrived at the market, Clemens would then "Stand in Market"
to sell the pork products that he produced at the farm.
Going into the city to sell their products was a profitable pursuit for the local
farmers and many ofthem did well. What helped Clemens become more profitable
was his entrepreneurial talents in marketing and his ability to seize opportunities that
others failed to see. He always preached and lived by the slogan "Never an empty
wagon." It was obvious that taking a fuller wagon to the market would hopefully
result in more sales, what was not obvious is that transporting fresh green produce
back to the farm would also be profitable. In the trucking business today
"deadheading" when returning from a delivery is avoided wherever possible, even to
the extent that backhauling is sometimes done at less than fuel cost to lower the
average cost per mile for the entire trip. This practice was not as important in the days
of horse and wagon but the principle remains the same, the extra profit created by the
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back hauling of the produce helped to increase the total profitability of the farm, which
meant that new improvements could be made to the pork producing facility.
After returning from market and on Friday and Saturday John C. Clemens sold
his green produce, fresh fish and watermelons at the Mainland farm. Local people
headed for the Mainland farm for these products. When business got slow, or Mr.
Clemens wanted to push a particular product he thought ofways to create interest in
it. John C. Clemens' grandson John W. remembers giving away free hot dogs to
customers at the Mainland site as an inducement for them to purchase the products.
During this early period in the firm's history pork products were rarely
produced in the warmest months of the year for fear of spoilage. Diversification into
other farm products, such as sweet com, potatoes and vegetables helped to carry John
C. Clemens through the lean summer months. Another endeavor to help seasonal sales
was dressing turkeys for Thanksgiving and Christmas. In 1916,Mr. Clemens added a
substantial delivery business to his other operations when he began delivering local
milk to Abbotts Dairies and to A.R. Hansell Dairies.
Mr. Clemens' entrepreneurial skills enabled him to create several different
businesses that revolved around his farm and butchering business. These businesses
included the farm products, pork production, the transportation service and the retail
store. All of this required the work of more than one man; however, he could count on
significant help from his family.
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Mr. Clemens' large farm family of 10 children was expected to help with the
farming and other businesses whenever possible. Four of his sons followed his lead
and continued to help in the businesses as it, and they, grew. The Mainland farm came
to be known as The Pleasant Valley Packing Company and his marketing area
expanded to include Allentown-Bethlehem, Reading, Boyertown, Pottstown and
Norristown.
In the late 19th century the large mid-west production facilities processed
thousands of hogs a week for the eastern market. Several of the five large national
meat companies, Cudahy, Armour, Schwarzchild and Sulzberger, and Swift had
entered, or started in, the pork processing business. The coming of the railroad had
meant an important increase in the amount of livestock that was available to the
Eastern population. From the period of the Civil War to the first World War America
went through tremendous change industrially and socially. The meat processing
industry benefited from this change, which increased its size in production and number
ofplants. However, much of the industry was dominated by five large companies.
With the introduction of newer technology, meat processing changed from a localized
and seasonal business of small farmers into a national business in which economies of
scale and year-round processing became the norm. The five large companies known as
the "beef trust" dominated this market. The growth of the meat processing industry in
the second half of the nineteenth century was phenomenal; in 1850 185 establishments
produced $12 million of red meat, while in 1919 over $4.2 billion was produced in
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over 1300 plants. By 1919 meat processing was one ofthe nation's largest
contributors to the gross national product and only recently has it been passed by the
automobile industry.
With the introduction of the refrigerated rail car, it was possible to ship
processed pork, and not just live animals to the eastern population centers, such as
Philadelphia. Even before John C. Clemens had started his pork processing business,
companies such as Armour had created branch warehouses in major cities to distribute
processed meats. These major distribution centers proved to be successful only in large
cities because in smaller cities and rural towns it was not profitable to create a branch
warehouse. This created an opportunity for many of the small local meat processors
to compete with the large national companies. Armour and Co. attempted to enter
this market in a novel way. Recognizing the potential of the railroad in distribution,
Armour in the 1880's started dispatching salesmen to various small towns in a railcar
filled with hams, lard and other meat products. When the train pulled into each whistle
stop the salesman would peddle his products to the local grocers. This method of
reaching into the 3maller markets was promptly followed by other packers, who
recognized the potential in this distribution method.
The truck was not a viable alternative to the railroad, until after the First
World War. While it is true that the truck did not emerge as an alternative to the
railroad for the national meat companies, it was of extreme importance for the smaller
local processors, including Pleasant Valley Packing. Prior to his purchase ofPleasant
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Valley Packing's first truck it was a difficult task to move both the hogs from the
railroad, and the processed meats to market. The truck gave Pleasant Valley Packing
a versatile and important tool to increase productivity and help it compete
successfully. The purchase typifies the willingness of the Clemens family to innovate
and implement new technology to improve service and productivity. The truck
chassis allowed Mr. Clemens to interchange the body to a dump truck, as needed, and
further enabled him to increase his production. No longer was it an eleven hour ride to
Philadelphia and other market towns became easier to reach. Mr. Clemens had created
the ability to move further in search ofbusiness. Mr. Clemens pulled his second son,
John S. Clemens, who was thirteen, out of seventh grade and sent him to work in the
pork plant. This enabled John C. Clemens to enlarge the scope ofthe operation, he
would go to the Chesapeake and buy shad and other fresh fish, which he then sold at
the pork plant. All these items helped to add to the farm profitability. The main sales,
however continued to be in ham, bacon, sausage, scrapple and other pork products.
In the Roaring Twenties the Clemens family continued to prosper by working
long hard hours and continuing to improve the production facilities at Pleasant Valley.
John C. Clemens was continually adding new buildings to the processing plant, using
plans he drew up himself, as production began to expand. The period of the 1920's
was a time of depression for many of the nations' farmers, even before the stock
market crash of 1929. Farm prices had hit a peak in the First World War and
=".,..
plummeted afterwards. Diversification as practiced by Clemens presented an excellent
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example of how to successfully combat low farm produce prices. Several of the
improvements to the processing plant included attempts at improving its refrigeration
capabilities.
Pork processing was traditionally a cold weather activity. In warm weather
pork spoiled very quickly and hauling the product to market in a horse drawn wagon
took considerable time. Initially, atterp.pts to keep the product cold involved packing
in ice, a process that took some skill to perfect so that the fresh pork would not freeze.
The trucks used in hauling the product all had an ice bin to provide cooling during the
trip to and from market. The farm at Pleasant Valley provided the ice needed for the
plant. A dam on the property created a pond that froze at times in the winter and
allowed the Clemens family and their employees at the plant to cut the ice into 300
pound blocks that were then hauled from the pond up to the ice house in the truck.
One of John C. Clemens sons, Abram, recalls that there were several times that the ice
would slide from the back ofthe truck as it moved up the hill to the plant. The ice was
also used in the manufacturing of the processed meats, added ice shavings kept the
mixture cold and moist. Ice remained the cooling agent until the thirties and early
forties when a mechanical refrigeration system was added.
Electricity came to rural areas ofPennsylvania relatively late, and it was not
,
inexpensive when it did. Pleasant Valley needed electricity that was relatively
inexpensive and reliable to run the refrigeration and other machinery in the plant. The
difficulty in getting this combination of reliability and economy caused Pleasant Valley
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to install its own generator. With this generator Pleasant Valley was able to run when
the local electricity supply was down, and soon found that it was cheaper than buying
electricity in the 20's.
The growth experienced by Pleasant Valley during the twenties and thirties
was also partly the result of the increasing presence of other family members. Sons
John S. and Abram took sales routes several days during the week, with John going to
Philadelphia and Abram to Bethlehem. Abram was only 16 when he started the
Bethlehem route but two years later he moved to a Philadelphia route. The other days
of the week John worked in the plant and Abram worked in the retail store that was
the basis for the future Clemens Markets. The women of the Clemens family also
contributed. John C's wife Susan helped in the plant, and with her daughters, fed the
help at breakfast and lunch in the farmhouse. This work was performed in addition to
the normal household chores. Daughter Mary Gross remembers that even with all the
time spent helping on the farm it was her father's policy not to have the girls in the
family work after the evening meal l
The area in which Pleasant Valley was located and marketed their products
was noted for fine German Sausage and German foods. People in the area were used
to quality meat products and would not accept anything less. Grandson John W.
Clemens has remarked" I was a good friend ofBob Evans [a competitor], and he said
of all the area's that he ever penetrated, this area, where we marketed, was the hardest
1 Mrs. Mary Gross, interview by author, Souderton, Pennsylvania, 06 August 1994.
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area to get into because the people in this area knew what a quality product was, and
they continued to buy quality. They wouldn't switch. "2 Pleasant Valley Packing catered
to this demand by producing good quality products at a reasonable price with attention
to servicing the local butcher shop and store. This formula has helped the Clemens
family business grow and prosper for one hundred years.
Unlike modem meat plant workers, the full time workers at Pleasant Valley
were not all specialized technicians. Usually, most worked at different jobs on
different days, performing several tasks that today are exclusive specialties. The most
important exception to this was the sausage maker, who in many ways resembled an
artist as opposed to a factory worker. The sausage maker was an important key to the
success of any meat processor. The art of sausage and bologna making was centuries
old and was highly developed in various regions ofEurope. Many of these regions
developed distinctive flavors and types with which they became identified. Sausage
and bologna making helped preserve meat for long periods and added meat to many
people's diet when it would not otherwise have been available. The preservation of
this meat required various spices or seasonings, most from the Orient. Sausage and
bologna were considered a European specialty by many Americans until the great
immigration ofthe late 1800's. However, the German Anabaptist communities of
Montgomery county, Bethlehem, and Germantown in Philadelphia, and their
neighbors, had long been acquainted with these products. In selling to this market the
2 Mr. John W. Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 11 January 1994
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correct formulations of spices and meat was one of the keys to success. Good tasting
sausage and bologna was one way that Pleasant Valley Packing Co. was able to
compete successfully with the large national chains, who did not cater to this local
market. Catering to this niche market gave Pleasant Valley a way to compete with the
national meat companies in Philadelphia. Ezra Clemens, another son of John C., notes
that on his sales routes in Allentown and Bethlehem many of his customers were
Hungarian and used the fresh meat that Pleasant Valley provided to make the
Hungarian specialties (e.g. Kielbasa) using their own unique spices.
In producing quality sausage and bologna for its customers, Pleasant Valley
Packing relied on its sausage makers. Finding a good one was not easy. Many were
independent artisans and lived in the German communities in Philadelphia. Pleasant
Valley had several men in the job before they settled on an experienced German
immigrant, Fred Kurz, who moved into the area. Within a short time of his
employment Fred had been promoted to Plant Manager, a position he held to his
retirement in 1956. When Fred retired, he passed his formulas on to his assistant at
Pleasant Valley, who continued to use them. According to John W. Clemens, "several
ofPleasant Valley's seasoning mixtures are still used in scrapple and sausage making,
or were until the last several years."3 With the growth ofHatfield Quality Meats into
a larger marketing area other types of sausage and bologna are being made, including
Polish and Italian sausage. Today, the exact mixture bf spices and seasonings for the
3 Mr. John W. Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, II, January, 1994.
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processed meats are created, to order, by large manufacturers who prepare them
exclusively for Hatfield Quality Meats Inc.
Sausage and bologna were only some ofthe many important products that
helped Pleasant Valley Packing survive the difficult early years. Pleasant Valley was
not the only meat processor who had prospered by concentrating on this specialty.
Geo A. Hormel founder of the Geo. A. Hormel and Co. Meat Company, which
recently celebrated 100 years in business, felt that sausage helped him stay in business
when other companies were being forced to close. When asked what kept him in
business during the Panic of 1893, two years after they started, he is said to have
replied " I think it was the sausage. "4
Another specialty ofthe greater Philadelphia area was "Scrapple" a product
that was popular with people of German background. Lester Clemens, youngest son
of John C. Clemens, asserted "They were our big items, scrapple and sausage"5 The
name Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. succinctly describes how these employees feel about
the products that they put out, including scrapple. The Los Angeles Times in
September of 1989 in reporting that Scrapple was a Philadelphia tradition, credited
Hatfield Quality Meats as one of the largest producers of Scrapple in the nation.
Hatfield Quality Meats, one of the biggest meat packers producing
scrapple, sells upwards of 50,000 pounds a week and 2.7 rillllion
pounds a year, reports Abe Landes, the. company's marketing manager.
One of the first products Hatfield made was scrapple. It is one of the
4Dr. Donivar A. Lund The Hormel Legacy: 100 years of Quality Privately printed 1991, 18.
5Mr. Lester Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 11 January 1994.
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mainstay items that has made the company the success that it has been
all these years, said Landes. 6
Pleasant Valley also sold a considerable amount ofbacon, which was sliced
and boxed in the farmhouse. Mary Gross relates, "the bacon room was our kitchen
table, they used to bring the bacon up to the kitchen and we'd slice it and lay it out
piece by piece on the paper"7 Mary's mother did all the sausage stuffing and the girls
helped with cutting the casings off the hot dogs after they had been smoked. In
producing the scrapple, German bologna, bacon and sausage, and other items, the
Clemens family business adhered to its idea of a quality product and service and
continued to prove successful in meeting its national competitors, while creating a
niche for itself in the market.
By the late thirties the sons of John C. Clemens had taken a bigger part in the
business. John S., Abram, Lester and Ezra were all working in the plant and running
market routes. John was going into Philadelphia as was Lester, while Ezra was
running the Allentown and Pottstown route, and Abram was going to Bethlehem and
then, on occasion, Philadelphia. Since these routes were usually run on a given day of
the week the boys worked in the plant when they were not on the road. Sometimes
they would go to get the hogs, that were not purchased locally, from the train station
in Hatfield and haul them back to Pleasant Valley in the wagons or trucks. Other times
6 Charles Billinger, "SCRAPPLE--THE WAY TO A PHILADELPHIAN'S HEART," Los Angeles
Times, 24 September 1989, section View; Part 6,4.
7 Mrs. Mary Gross, interview by author, Souderton, Pennsylvania, 06 August 1994.
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they would work on the kill or cut floor, depending on the day and time. Pleasant
Valley either killed in the morning or afternoon, usually about three days a week in the
busy season. One day they would kill in the morning and then the same workers
would work cutting up the meat in the afternoon and vice-versa depending on the
schedule selected. This schedule indicates some of the differences between pre-World
War Two Pleasant Valley and Hatfield today, with its specialized technology. Workers
didn't work exclusively on the kill or cut floor, they were expected to work and know
how to do both and then clean up afterwards.
The fact that the owner and future owners of the Pleasant Valley Plant worked
alongside the other workers provided incentive for everyone to do their best. Pleasant
Valley Packing had about six salesmen on the road by the early 1940's. These
included, besides the immediate family, Bob Clemens (cousin) on the Norristown route
and Charley Yoder. Total employees numbered between twenty and thirty-five. Lester
Clemens remembers many nights scrubbing up the floors with his brothers and other
employees. Working in all parts of the plant is something that Hatfield Quality Meats,
Inc. has continued to this day for Clemens family members. After spending time
splitting hogs, scalding the hogs, scrubbing floors, loading trucks and all the other
things that go into making a successful pork producer, the family members have a
very strong ( and sometimes painful) knowledge ofjust how much effort is expended
by their employees in doing their jobs. This knowledge greatly influenced the family
when it decided to expand. It enabled them to understand and seek worker input in
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designing its work space for greater productivity and comfort. The knowledge has also
helped them to maintain a satisfied and productive work force who know they are
appreciated and understood.
In 1940 John S. and Abram, oldest sons ofJohn C. purchased Pleasant Valley
Packing Co. from their father who wanted to slow down somewhat, spending the
winter months in Florida. During the other seasons John C. kept busy helping the boys
and designed new buildings for the continually expanding firm. One of the last
improvements that was done to the Pleasant Valley Plant was to place a hard
corrugated asbestos roof over all the buildings to integrate them into a coherent
whole.
During the Second World War several members of the Clemens family were
called on to serve their country in the armed forces. Ezra served in the Army as did
Lester and John S.'s son John W. The amount ofupheaval in those days is reflected in
the story John W. relates about his entry into the family business as a full time worker.
"I was going to North Penn (high school)for two weeks, ... and my dad said You're
not going back to school, the man who runs the Philadelphia route has been drafted!
So at sixteen I took the same route that my dad, and my grandfather had. "8
This provided a unique experience for the young man. He drove the truck to the same
area that his father and grandfather had covered, selling to the same clients. This only
lasted for two years; John was drafted into the Army at eighteen. In spite oflosing
8 Mr. John W. Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, II January 1994.
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several workers to the army, and coping with the various hardships caused by the war
effort, Pleasant Valley Packing Co. continued to prosper.
John S. and Abe continued to run the plant during the war and expected
continued prosperity afterwards. Then disaster stmck. In August 1946 a fire erupted
at the Pleasant Valley Plant, probably in the smokehouse. While it is not certain, it is
believed that creosote in the smokehouse chimney caught fire. Once the fire had
started the new asbestos roof proved a distinct liability, holding the fire in, creating
tremendous heat. Unable to stop the fire, the Clemens family watched the plant burn to
the ground. The Norristown Times Herald on Thursday, August 1, 1946 ran the
headline "Tons ofPork Destroyed in Big Blaze"9 with the statement that the estimated
cost of the blaze was $100,000. Seven local fire companies responded to the call for
help but were unable to contain the blaze. The Company's ten trucks were saved from
the blaze, but most of the meat was lost with the plant machinery. Faced with a
disaster ofthis magnitude John S. and Abe immediately began the difficult task of
cleaning up the debris and laying out new foundations for an improved plant. Other
problems began to appear immediately, problems that had their origin in the Second
World War.
The country had exerted its energies for five years to defeat the Axis powers
and the needs ofthe domestic market, if addressed at all, were last in priority. Car
production for the domestic market was nonexistent; tires could not be had, gas was
9 "TONS OF PORK DESTROYED IN BIG BLAZE," Norristown Times Herald, 1 August
1946, 1.
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hard to get and other products were scarce, including building materials. After the
war it took significant time for the major factories to be retooled to satisfy the
domestic marketplace. The buildup of that demand, domestically, provided a great
opportunity for returning servicemen to find work and add to the prosperity that had
eluded much of the country in the years of the depression, before the war. While
domestic demand was building in 1946, production was just starting to come back on
line. The Clemens brothers found it difficult to procure building materials to rebuild
Pleasant Valley Packing Co. The 35 workers that had been employed by Pleasant
Valley Packing Co. were asked to continue working for the Clemens brothers and help
with the clean-up and construction ofthe new plant. This proved a very difficult time
for the brothers as there was no business income and a significant payroll to meet each
week. This might have been manageable if a quick return to production could be
made. Unfortunately, for the Clemens brothers, aquick return to production was
impossible without a production facility.
At this time John S. and Abram heard about another small pork packer several
miles away who was interested in selling out, Hatfield Packing Company. John and
Abe contacted their two brothers, Ezra and Lester, who were serving in the army and
got agreement to purchase Hatfield with all four brothers as partners.
AHatfield farmer, lM. Funk, started a pork processing business on his farm in
Hatfield township in 1895. This business became the Hatfield Packing Company in
1928. The three partners of Hatfield Packing Company in 1946, Ellis Delp, David
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Cassel, and Ella 1. Finn were experiencing difficulty obtaining hogs and other items
needed to run a successful business.
Much of the history of the Hatfield plant mirrors that ofPleasant Valley, the
railroad in Hatfield provided entrance to the city market and access to supplies ofhogs
from the Midwest. In 1918 lM Funk Co. purchased its first truck, which helped to
deliver product to the stores. Prior to the pur~hase of the truck Ellis Delp, who started
working at theHatfield plant when he was 14, stated that they would take the train to
the city and then hire a horse and wagon to travel to the stores. 10
Unlike the Pleasant Valley Packing Company, lM. Funk struggled in the late
teens and after his death the plant and farm was sold in 1922 to a partnership
consisting of J.Paul Krupp, Horace Geyer, and Joseph Mininger who operated under
the corporate name of the North Penn Packing Company. This partnership was
unsuccessful and the bankrupt company was seized, under court order, and the assets
sold in 1925 to Solomon Billman of Tamaqua. The three partners ofDelp, Cassel and
Finn purchased the firm from Solomon Billman in 1928. Delp, Cassel and Finn had
successfully run the renamed Hatfield Packing Company through the Depression and
the Second World War.
Pictures of the Hatfield Packing Co. plant taken in 1946 show a pond located
next to the plant and the farm house that was there first. The pond provided the ice in
the winter that was necessary for the processing of the meat. The farmhouse was the
10 Mr. Ellis Delp, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 14 December 1993.
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home ofEllis Delp during the period that he owned Hatfield and was the home of
various Clemens family members, including Lester, until it was torn down by the firm
to make room for expanded processing facilities.
In looking back at the disaster suffered by the Clemens family when Pleasant
Valley Packing burnt in 1946, it is apparent that it was actually a blessing, hard though
it was to see at the time. Lester Clemens has remarked on this aspect of the fire many
times, "Sometimes those tragedies can be blessings in disguise, because when you look
at our present growth over the time since we got here, Pleasant Valley would never
lend itself to that kind of expansion. "II The actual site of the Pleasant Valley plant, on
Clemens Road in Mainland, PA. on the side of a hill, could not have been developed to
anywhere near the extent that the current location has been. The timing of the move
was also good for the owners ofHatfield Packing Company, who were experiencing
management and procurement difficulties. The combination of these two factors, at
the same time and general area, of a company in search of a processing site and a
processing site in search of new management is in many ways nothing short of
miraculous. Again Lester Clemens has remarked "We just felt it was God's timing
because after we signed an agreement it was just several days after that when President
Truman announced all the controls had been lifted. Now if they had been lifted before,
I don't know ifHatfield would have been ready to sell. "12 Immediately after the war,
the Federal government had maintained the rationing controls on the amount of hogs
11 Mr. Lester Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 11 January 1994.
12 Ibid.
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that could be killed, probably to increase the herd size. With the help ofthe local
Hatfield Bank, the Clemens Brothers were able to raise the capital to purchase the
Hatfield firm and Lester with his new bride moved into the farmhouse as a caretaker,
along with other duties, to be on the site at night and weekends.
After having suffered a disastrous fire that erased $100,000 worth of capital
and then having to purchase a new processing site, it must have seemed like divine
providence to the new owners that the marketing and delivering of their product was
not even necessary. Pent up demand, created by the governmental controls exploded
with their end. The new owners ofHatfield Packing Co. contacted their customers and
offered to fill all their pork needs if the customers would pick up the product. This
procedure allowed all the employees to work in the processing plant and not be on the
road delivering it. Abram Clemens remembers those days in the immediate aftermath
of the controls being lifted "They were lined up right out to the Forty-Foot Road to
pick up product."13 This happy turn of events did not last for long, however it greatly
helped the family firm to prosper after a difficult period. Sales in 1947 were
approximately $1 million dollars and production was about 2 million pounds. 14
As the firm grew, each of the brothers worked in his area of specialty; Ezra in
sales and purchasing, Lester in Personnel, Abe in Finance, and John in Operations. The
harmony of the four brothers had much to do with the success of the firm. Family
businesses are notorious for falling apart, with egos tending to get in the way of sound
13 Mr. Abram Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 11 January 1994.
14 "Plant opens with employee participation," The National Provisioner, 16 October 1976.
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business judgment. Hatfield has proved to be the exception to that rule. While the
surviving brothers would admit to having had disagreements in the past, none of those
disagreements were serious enough to threaten the firm. The strong religious faith
that was instilled in them by John C. Clemens and the commitment to the family that
he encouraged proved stronger than the problems which faced them. Additional family
members moved into the firm during the fifties, the third generation of Clemens', and
other in-laws, were beginning to make their presence felt. The firm continued to grow
in the fifties and early sixties, and the facilities at Hatfield were expan~ed to handle the
increased d.emand for product.
By the early 1960's the firm was growing and attracting attention from the
meat industry and its attendant news magazines. In the December 1961 edition of the
industry magazine MEAT, an article profiled the family firm and showed how it was
positioning itself to buck the trend ofbutcher houses moving to the west. "The
westward trend in slaughter, for instance, has been marked and logical. Throughout
the east, one may find many fine old pork plants either going with the trend-shipping in
dressed carcasses from the midwest-or slipping slowly into obscurity; unable to
compete on quality by killing local hogs or unable to compete on price if they try to
bring in live hogs from the midwest. "15 Hatfield proved to be the exception to this
trend, expanding continuously during the fifties and sixties. It was in those years that
the strong leadership of the four brothers proved its worth. It would have been
15 "hatfield's growth defies the trends," Meat, December 1961, 34.
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relatively easy to give in to the temptation to import dressed hogs from the Midwest
and cut plant overhead, it would also have been counter-productive in the long run, as
the brothers also knew, something not well understood by many at the time. To quote
Abram Clemens, "Certainly, we could bring dressed hogs in from Iowa cheaper than
we can bring the live ones here-and almost all our hogs are shipped in because we kill
nothing but Number Ones-but our fresh pork commands a premium because its always
fresh with the bloom that helps move it in the markets. Ifwe brought dressed meats
in, we'd simply be competing on the same footing as everyone else. "16
In the nineteen fifties the company took a major step forward in dealing with
their employees with the introduction of additional employee benefits, such as profit
sharing and pensions. In discussing this, Lester Clemens mentions the concern the
brothers felt for the employees. Several of the employees at this time were ministers
for various churches in the local area, who worked to supplement the small salaries
they received. Lester says the brothers discussed, "What do we do with the employees
working here, when they retire, what benefits do they have?" 17 This concern for the
employees' welfare was the beginning of the profit sharing plan. Abram Clemens
comments "We honored the Lord for what he had done for us, helping us after the fire
destroyed everything, every Saturday we'd have a time of Prayer. "18 This respect for
the Lord also explains much of the business philosophy of the four brothers. Lester
16 "hatfield's growth defies the trends," Meat, December 1961, 35.
17 Mr. Lester Clemens, interview by author, 11 January 1994.
18 Ibid.
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Clemens remarks, II We were conscious with the profits we were making, with our
religious background, that a certain portion didn't belong to us, we operated the
business as though we were the stewards of what we were entrusted with. That forms
the basis of the principles that we carried through to today. It makes us what we
are. "19 Concern for the welfare of their employees manifested itself in various other
forums, including having company picnics and special dinners at Christmas and
Thanksgiving. Many of these functions are still found at Hatfield today, evidencing
concern for the employee, which pays for itself many times over in increased
productivity and high employee morale.
The continuous improvements that the plant was undergoing during this
period were planned to increase the productivity of its workers by eliminating
backtracking of the product and a smooth flow of product through the plant. In this
day of re-engineering on the shop floor it is refreshing to realize that Hatfield Quality
Meats was continuously re-engineering its work flow for increased productivity 30
years ago. All product lines were designed to end up near the new shipping facilities,
in at one end and out the other. Improvements were made in the sausage department
where the grinders, choppers and stuffers were all arranged on an ilL" shape with a
curved I-beam monorail above containing St. John bottom-dump buckets to move
product.
19 Mr. Lester Clemens, interview by author, 11 January 1994.
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The environment was another ofHatfield's concerns in this period as they
worked to complete a state ofthe art, circa 1961, water treatment plant to control its
water emissions. This commitment has continued since that time with continuous
improvements to the water treatment system and decreased use ofwater per hog in the
processing of the pork.
The way Hatfield marketed its products changed markedly during the fifties
and early sixties. The days of the peddler truck were about over and the "coupe
salesman" was arriving. Ezra Clemens, sales manager at the time recalls, "After the
trucks got on the road it wasn't too long that we put the coupe salesman on. They
would go out a day ahead. Around the fifties, we would have a sales meeting once a
week on a Thursday morning. We would get all the salesmen together. We had about
ten or twelve salesmen at that time. It just grew from there, and then you had to buy
the coupe and expand the routes to keep a couple trucks busy. So a real salesman
could do a lot more for you than having a driver delivery. "20 A "coupe salesman" was,
a salesman who was provided with a company car, to sell its product by visiting stores
and butcher shops. It was also in this period that great changes were happening in the
way the average American housewife shopped for her family's groceries. With the
increasing development of the suburbs the small local grocery store soon found it was
extremely difficult to compete with the new "supermarkets" that sprang up in the
thirties and increased in number to cater to suburbia following the Second World War.
20 Mr. Ezra Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, I March 1994.
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To quote Ezra Clemens again, "The independent supermarkets came along, and they
bought a lot different. The volume was much bigger. When the supermarkets came in
the people just loved it, Clemens market [started by John C. Clemens] was the first
one in this general area. You could take a truckload ofmeat there, on an open house.
Trailer loads would come into those markets and people would take it out {the same
day.}"21
The nineteen fifties were also know as the golden age of the great Madison
Avenue Advertising agencies. Hatfield Packing Company didn't employ any of these
giants but they did get a good marketing idea in New York, in particular the color
scheme, now in use on the company's tractor trailers. Ezra Clemens and his wife were
on vacation in New York City one day when he was struck by a truck going by
painted in white with a red and blue imprint. "Our trucks were all green with gold leaf
lettering, for years and years. My wife and I spent some time in New York City and
we saw this local meat truck come down Fifth avenue, a beautiful white truck with red
wheels- spoke wheels, and it was just beautiful. I said, Boy that's something that we
could change. You know that white reflects the heat. "22 It was during this period that
Hatfield changed its truck colors to white from green, and it was also when they
began to develop the"Smiling Porker" logo that has become a trademark for the
company. Once again Ezra Clemens, sales manager and in charge of marketing had
the idea on a trip, this time to Florida. "We were in Florida in fifty-seven, and I saw
21 Mr. Ezra Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 1 March 1994.
22lbid.
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Daisy the cow [Borden logo] on a truck, and I thought maybe we could design
something with a porker and that's where the idea of the porker logo started. The little
smiling porker, I used to work on that for years and years as a good advertisement.
Trying to design it, with a blue ribbon or whatever. "23 Since that initial beginning the
"Smiling Porker" logo has gone through several versions, however, all have remained
true to the initial idea of the happy porker destined to make happy consumers.
In the mid sixties the firm began an ambitious modernization and expansion
plan that was to have profound effects on the company. The decision made by the
owners to expand production significantly was taken after long discussion and
thought. Hatfield had reached the point where they had to decide how much they
wanted to grow and how much they were willing to invest to reach that goal. By 1964
the firm had achieved a sales volume of approximately $6 million with a payroll of 108
employees. In looking at their situation the advantages of a large market located close
by had to figure prominently in their discussions. New York City was only two and a
half hours away, Maine was only nine hours and North Carolina was just ten hours
away from the production facility. This area represented a significant portion of the
population on the east coast, and a large number ofupscale consumers who were
looking for a quality product, exactly what Hatfield was offering. By mid 1965
Hatfield had completed a major upgrade to its hog dressing, rendering and packaging
departments. In particular the company had mechanized its kill floor with an
23 Mr. Ezra Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 1 March 1994.
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automated conveyor system to carry the hogs from position to position. This
eliminated much lifting and moving while greatly increasing production. Following this
improvement the dressing area was able to handle up to 300 hogs per hour, a
significant improvement. The work was designed by engineering and design consultant
Willis Regier, and again tied in with the idea of a continuous flow of product. The
company also asked that the new plant area be built in accordance with federal
inspection regulations, even though the plant was subject to Pennsylvania state
inspection at the time. This was an excellent decision as Federal inspection came to
Hatfield in November, 1966.
The plant had built a new enclosed hog shed to handle up to seven hundred
hogs at a time. The hogs were now arriving by truck, usually from the midwest corn
belt. Local hog production was starting to increase, but with Hatfield only buying top
quality hogs, it was insufficient for the company's needs in producing over 100 items.
The Lancaster area was starting to produce hogs in greater numbers to supply the
growing demand. Farmers who had supplied several hogs a year began producing hogs
in greater numbers as a way to increase their income, resulting in the creation of
several large hog operations. The freshness and quality of the pork, in comparison to
processed mid-western pork made it an item that commanded a $.04 per pound
premium on the market rate for processed pork. After the hogs moved from the shed
through the kill floor, and the various processes and inspection stations, the meat was
placed in a new 800 head hot chill cooler. From the cooler the carcasses were then
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sent to the cut department. Every step of the continuous operation was done with the
hog on the conveyor-trolley automated system for ease in movement and production.
The packaging department was also improved with the addition, on the bacon line, of
an Anco high speed slicer and a Cashin weigh-while-convey unit. The firm used 3 Ty
linker peelers to handle production of frankfurters that discharged them onto a belt
which moved towards a K & C wrapping machine. The frankfurter area of the plant
was shortly to see a remarkable improvement with the addition of new equipment in
1967.
With all the improvements that Hatfield initiated in the mid-sixties the firm
increased production tremendously. John W. Clemens who was Vice President of
Marketing/Sales in 1965 remembers asking his brother Butch (Clair) to slow down
production the first day the automated system operated.24 Production increases in tum
required increased sales to remain profitable and that meant expanding the number of
stores in which Hatfield meat was available. Increased production meant increasing
numbers ofhogs to procure. It was necessary to re-invent the way Hatfield produced
and sold their product, without losing the quality and image that had taken them to this
point. After a few months of adjustments the company was successfully utilizing the
equipment, and realized the advantages of the improvements they had made. Hiram
Gross, brother-in law to the four brothers, was hired in the early 1960's to help with
product formulations and costing. Hiram moved into quality control when the new
24 Mr. John W. Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 11 January 1994
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equipment was installed and formalized the quality control program at Hatfield to meet
various federal inspection regulations.
Hatfield increased its marketing presence with radio ads, increased sales space
in new stores, and a greatly increased marketing area. By becoming Federally
inspected Hatfield was able to move into New Jersey, New York and other states
where they had not marketed their product before. They set up hog buying stations in
various areas, with about 4-5 hog buyers, to procure the numbers of hogs necessary.
Brokers were used in the Midwest to buy hogs when local supplies were insufficient.
In September of 1967 Hatfield again introduced state-of-the-art equipment in
the plant with the new automatic Allbright-Nell continuous frank system. This system
completed the $1 million plant addition that had started in 1965 with the automated
kill floor. The new system greatly increased frank capacity at the plant. Indeed, the
new system was more than the plant nee.ded, ~owever, the owners were thinking of
increased growth in the future. In May 1968 Meat Processing reported "As things
stand right now, the continuous system and the production capacity that it offers is
more than we need, asserts Lester S. Clemens, Hatfield vice president. While we did
want better flow and some increase in production now, we have from the beginning
been thinking mainly of our planned future growth and feel that as time passes, this
system's role will become more and more important. "25 Hatfield initially used the
machine only three or four days a week, depending on demand and then only at 2,100
25 "Update: Automatic Frank System" Meat Processing, May 1968.
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pounds per hour instead of the rated 3,000 pounds per hour. The entire process of
stuffing, cooking and peeling now took only 40 minutes start to finish. The system
took up 2,000 square feet of space in the new 22,000 foot addition.
Changes were coming to other areas of the processing facility, the era of
specialization had arrived with the automated production line. The kill floor was now
staffed by people who only worked in that area, the same was true of the cut floor and
other parts of the plant. No longer would the workers kill in the morning and cut in
the afternoon and then help clean up afterwards, the nature of the re-engineered plant
demanded specialized skills at each position. Cross-trained personnel would still be a
priority at Hatfield, however, one position on a work day was all that would now be
needed by the company.
With the increase in production and the new federal inspection, Hatfield was
able to increase its marketing area and its marketing activities The firm now had 17
delivery trucks ofwhich 14 could be used by driver salesman. The driver salesman
had accounted for company growth company in the past, but his time was over.
Hatfield had primarily converted to full time salesmen in 1964, only a few driver
salesmen remained by 1967. The increased capacity of the plant did not allow time for
delivery people to sell product too. With the increased number of supermarket outlets
the functions of drivers and salesmen were seperated. The coupe salesman could now
do a form of market research as they convinced store owners to purchase products. In
particular the salesman performed what was then known as the "in store
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demonstration," sometimes in conjunction with a soft drink bottler or bun maker,
offering a hot dog and soda for $.05. In meeting with the end consumer, these
salesman would get feedback on the product and the need for new and different types
of items. Ezra Clemens recalls how this worked, "We tried different products. We had
people out in the stores on the grills, I had a cousin; Bob Clemens, he always did that
and came back and complained we should do this and do that to meet the consumer, to
reach the people. Giving out samples ofhot dogs; we used to have a hot dog deal with
a nickel Pepsi or something and then we tried the all meat and the all beef frank. and
then the jumbo franks. "26
The company frank business increased 12 percent in 1968 and another 20% in
1969. Overall company sales were up 10 percent in 1968, with the plant producing
over 15 million pounds ofproduct. This was achieved when the frank machine was
only being used faUf days a week on a single shift. Indeed, the company was so
pleased with its technologically innovative frank system that it hosted a group from the
Western States Meat Packers Association in October of 1969 and showed them the
frank system in production.
By the lat sisxties two sons ofJohn S. Clemens, John W. and Clair (Butch),
had moved into upper management as Vice Presidents of sales and production,
respectively. John S. Clemens' son Ken was now manager of the frank production
department and his fourth son, Dick, worked in the cut & kill department. Lester's son
26 Mr. Ezra Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 1 March 1994.
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Philip was in charge of the data processing and another son Jerry was assistant hog
buyer. David Woelkers, the first great grandson of John C. Clemens started working at
the plant.
The increased production of the entire facility, not just the frank operation,
necessitated an additional freight capacity and the number of refrigerated delivery
trucks increased to 25 in 1969. All the trucks now sported white coloring with the red
logo of the"Smiling Porker. " The logo was now present on all packages sent out by
the firm, along with the slogan, "Country Made." This slogan represented a slight shift
from the original slogan of "Country Style" that the firm had used for many years. In
looking back at this change Ezra Clemens, sales manager, blames and credits the
bureaucrats in the Federal Government. "We used to have country style on all our
products, then we went to fed. inspection, I used to go to Washington and fight with
those guys who said we couldn't use 'country style' and I went down there and the
guy came up and said 'well?' I had this picture of the plant, the farms, you could see
we're really in the country and he said will you settle for 'Country Made, country made
we can handle that, but country style, that's too wide' ."27 Ezra quickly agreed with the
suggestion. "We've been 'country made' ever since. It made a much better slogan. "28
The increased production from the automated conveyor system had increased
employment at Hatfield to 155 people in 1968, and subsequently had increased the
work load on the front office. In 1968 the office totaled 8 people. In an effort to
27 Mr. Ezra Clemens, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 1March 1994.
28 Ibid.
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increase the productivity of the front office the company purchased a General Electric
Computer to handle payroll, accounts receivable and payable. Philip Clemens was
placed in charge afthis new department, which was expected to grow as the company
did and keep office staff at a manageable level. The company also implemented a
formal quality control department. This would continue the reputation of high quality
standards that the company had achieved. With the introduction ofFederal
inspections the need for the department was increased by the constant requests for
reports, such as fat content in franks.
The company's growth continued in 1969 and 1970 when the company
reported that sales were in excess of $10 million in 1969 and increased 12 percent the
following year. The company produced more than 18 million pounds of product
during 1969 and 50 percent of the increase from 1968 came in three product areas,
sausage, franks and lunch meats. Employment in 1969 reached 170 people, as the
company prepared to celebrate its 75th year in business during 1970. The slogan "75
years of progress" was adopted to promote the company in 1970. The employees
included 15 salesmen and 10 shipping department people. Most of the hogs were still
trucked in from Ohio and Indianil, although a quarter were being bought locally.
Hatfield contracted with a local trucking company named Clemmer & Martin to haul
in some of the hogs from Ohio and Indiana. Clemmer & Martin had 5 tractor trailer
rigs that hauled an average of 200 hogs per load. These hogs were on the trailers an
average of only 18-22 hours. This was considerably less than the railroads which had
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previously moved the hogs from the Midwest. This speed cut losses and improved
productivity, resulting in increased profitability and increased employment. Soon 4 full
time government meat inspectors were on duty.
In the sixties and early seventies, Hatfield's products were sold in a variety of
places including, comer stores, refreshment stands, restaurants, schools, and
independent supermarkets. Hatfield was not present in the large chain supermarkets,
who came to dominate much of America after the Second World War. While
growing at a rapid pace, the strain of supplying and working with these demanding
customers would have created problems supplying Hatfield's traditional customer base.
Interested in treating their current customers with the quality and service that they had
come to expect was a large consideration for Hatfield. A strong commitment to its
tradition continued to serve Hatfield well, as those traditional customers increased
their sales of their products.
In spite of continuous improvements in equipment by the company, by the mid-
1970's Hatfield had outgrown the new 22,000 foot addition of 1965-67 and embarked
on a two stage building program that cost over $2.25 million when completed in 1976.
The addition added more than 36,000 square feet to the plant. The new facilities
included a dry storage warehouse, enlarged hog cooler (capable of holding 1800
carcasses) order assembly, fresh sausage manufacturing area and administrative
offices. The company held a large open house for its employees, customers and
suppliers on September 25, 1976 to celebrate the completion of the addition. Both
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Lester Clemens, President ofHatfield and John S. Clemens Chairman ofthe Board of
Directors officiated at ceremonies recognizing those people who helped in the
construction of the project. The company also thanked the township ofHatfield for the
improvement that had been made to Funk Road. At these ceremonies Frank Butcher,
on behalfof the employees, presented a plaque to Lester Clemens in appreciation for
the working conditions and philosophy ofEmployer-Employee relations that Hatfield
maintained. The plaque is today prominently placed outside the entrance to the main
office, an indication ofthe pride that Hatfield takes in good employee-employer
relations.
Lester Clemens, president since 1974, encouraged the company to increase the
education of its officers with continuing courses at the American Management
Association. Of the original four brothers Lester was the only one allowed to go past
grade school. All of the brothers understodd the importance of receiving a good
education, not having been able to get one themselves. The fact that the brothers had
little formal education did not keep them from running a very successful business.
Formal education is not synonymous with business acumen. However, at this time the
entrepreneurial nature of the company was facing the realities of the specialized
requirements of an increasingly technical workplace. Realizing that education was an
important factor in the expansion of the business, Lester had company officers take
courses offered by the American Management Association. This emphasis on
education helped the company address key issues, such as; Why are we in business?,
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What is the company objective?, and from these questions came the formalized
Philosophy ofBusiness embodied in the company mission statement. With a strong
commitment to the future, built on the sound foundation of the past, the company was
poised fOt: far greater growth.
By 1976 Hatfield Packing Company had grown to sales of$41 million dollars
and production of 45 million pounds. The expanded facilities allowed Hatfield to
increase its kill to 1200 hogs from 850 per day. By this time 75 percent of the hogs
came from local and Del-Marva Peninsula farmers, with the remaining 25 percent
trucked in from Ohio and Indiana. Hatfield continued to slaughter only no 1., grain
fed hogs, that averaged a live weight of about 225 pounds. This attention to quality
was maintained throughout the company. The new facilities continued the tradition of
worker productivity enhancements and was designed to help the company maintain a
better control of inventory, both raw materials and product. The fresh sausage
manufacturing area was especially important as this was an area in which the company
had seen significant growth. The company installed state of the art equipment in this
area, including a freeze tunnel to enable the company to produce frozen sausage
patties. In a continuing effort to maintain a safe and pleasant environment in the plant
area, the company installed a new waste water pre-treatment plant to treat the water
before it was sent to the municipal sewerage system.
Distribution of product was still mainly in Southeastern Pennsylvania, with
trucks also going to parts ofNew Jersey, New York, Delaware and Maryland. The
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company maintained a modem fleet of refrigerated trucks to haul the product to the
independent stores, restaurants, schools and other customers. These trucks traveled
over 700,000 miles in the year 1976.
The period of the late 1970's to the mid 1980's were years of constant
construction for Hatfield. By 1981 sales totaled over $86 million, an increase of over
$9 1/2 million frem 1980. Total Tonnage increased to over 99 million pounds. This
represents an incredible increase in tonnage from the 18 million pounds produced just
12 years previously. In looking at sales, it is important that tonnage be used, as it
adjusts for the fluctuations of the market on pricing, and inflation. This increase in
sales increased profit totals from the level of the early 70's, and these profits were
shared with the employees. The profit sharing plan received a contribution from the
company in the amount of $1,170,000. This donation was a record for the time and
represented an increase of$180,000 from the previous year's record contribution. By
1981 the Profit Sharing Plan was valued at over $9 million. 1981 also represented the
year in which Ezra Clemens retired from the firm. He remained on the Hatfield Board
ofDirectors, and as a consultant to the Executive Committee. Some ofthe
construction in 1981 involved the shutting down of the kill floor for two weeks in
August to renovate for expansion. Constl1!~tion started on Friday, August 14th and
continued around the clock until it was finished at 3:00 AM on August 28th. When
the improved Idil floor was first tried at 6:00 AM on August 28th, it worked without
any major problems the very first time, a remarkable achievement and a true
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compliment to the professionalism of both the contractors and the employees of
Hatfield. The company also expanded the parking lot by 100 spaces, testament to the
growing work force. The enlarged employee cafeteria was also completed in 1981.
That year also represented a significant change for the management ofHatfield
Packing Company. Lester Clemens stepped down as President of the company and
moved up to the position of Chairman of the Board. Lester represented the last of the
four brothers active in the company's day to day activities after Ezra's retirement. With
his elevation to Chairman, the company was fully in the hands of the third generation
of Clemens. This significant event was marked at the meeting of the Board of
Directors with the presentation of a portrait of John C. Clemens, company founder, to
the four brothers. The portrait hangs in the Conference room and is designed to
remind future generations of the heritage ofbusiness ethics from which the company
sprang. The Company's new officers were, President John W. Clemens, Butch (Clair)
Clemens as Executive Vice President, Harry Woelkers as Vice President ofMarketing
and Sales, Ken Clemens as Vice President ofPlant operations and Ken Jones as
Secretary/Treasures. Mr. Jake Clemmer was named Sales Manager to replace Harry
Woelkers and Phil Clemens was named Assistant Secretary.
On October 9, 1981 the Clemens family marked the 35th anniversary of its
purchase ofHatfield Packing Company, after the fire at Pleasant Valley. In reflecting
on this period Lester Clemens, in a letter to the employees. stated "Certainly the Lord
has blessed and prospered our business since that take over in 1946. The cooperation
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and team work from all ofyou, our employees, was one of the greatest contributing
factors to our growth and success. "29
The time from 1981 to 1994 marks a period of tremendous growth for Hatfield
Packing Co. It was during this period in 19li7 that the company decided on a name
change. Hatfield Packing Co. became Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. The company
realized that as it expanded, it was important that the consumer understand exactly
what Hatfield stood for; Quality Meat Products. The name change was designed to
emphasize the fact that Hatfield makes a quality product, something that many
younger consumers would not understand from the previous name ofHatfield Packing
Co. Hatfield continued to expand under the aggressive leadership ofboth John W. and
Clair Clemens. Annual sales increases were usually between 5-15%, with a
commensurate increase in tonnage shipped. The profits from this increase were shared
with the employees by means of the company profit sharing plan. Marketing was
aggressive and the firm started to expand into the regional supermarket chains, such as
Acme, to cover the increased production capabilities of the plant. In 1984 Hatfield
hired television star Denver Pyle to be its television spokesperson. Pyle promoted
Hatfield's one pound Scrapple and its new Jumbo Grillers (Franks), on various
television commercials beginning in February of 1984. The company was well pleased
with the results, scrapple sales doubled over the year before and the company sold
29 Lester Clemens, "Message From The Chairman," Smiley Script (Company newsletter), October
1981.
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over 91,000 pounds ofJumbo Grillers in only six weeks when the commercials were
introduced. Hatfield decided to keep its associatiorfwith the TV actor into 1985.
The company continuously improved its machinery and operations during this
period, at a greater rate than before. Employment increased during this time
commensurate with some of the increasing production, however the company was also
increasing its productivity per employee with its re-engineering. Employment in
September 1989 was 949 people and company sales were approximately $209 million.
The sales of the company expanded from $151 million in 1985 to over $209 million in
1989, a 41 percent increase. Employees on the kill floor increased to over 60 people. "'
The increase in the size ofthe plant is indicated by the increasing amount ofmoney put
into capital improvements. During a four year period starting in 1988 the company
spent over $42 million dollars to revamp the production capabilities of the company.
The kill floor, waste water treatment plant, and the rendering facility were extensively
renovated in 1988, at a cost of over $30 Million alone. One third of that capital
improvement cost went to the new waste water treatment facility. These capital
improvements came after much discussion among the management, reflecting the
concern between whether to build on the present site in spite of increasing
governmental water use regulations and increasing land values and usage, or to build a
new plant elsewhere with the problem of training a new workforce. The company
decided to stay and expand the Hatfield plant. "One of the reasons [we stayed] was
knowing we'd have to train all new people" said John W. Clemens, "Its not easy
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finding good people who want to work on a kill floor, and we felt that our employees
were loyal, dedicated people who made it possible to produce the quality we wanted
right here."30 This feeling was echoed by Butch Clemens, Executive Vice President,
"our greatest asset is our workforce and the community spirit we all share from
working together. Ours is a profit-sharing company; we grow together- management,
employees and community. We all cherish the commonness ofpurpose that is the basis
of our success and continued growth."31
In the new 275,000 square foot addition the employees were involved in the
design, not simply told where they would work. Workers provided suggestions on
individual workstations and the suppliers were totally involved in the re-engineering
process. This input from the employees contributed to high employee moral and also
to an improved workplace that was state-of-the-art when finished. John W. Clemens
remembers the day that the new facility started into production, " I've been in on start-
ups before and I know all the things that can go wrong, but this one ran beautifully. "32
The company installed a new automated scald, dehair and singeing system
from Stork Nijhuis ofLichtenvoorde, Holland. This new system reduced the labor
needs from eight shavers to three, while increasing capacity significantly. The plant in
1989 was killing 6000 hogs during a lO hour shift, with capacity at 1000 hogs an hour.
The new system was first viewed by Hatfield management in Holland, where they were
30 Dan Murphy, "Phenomenal Family, Futuristic Facility," Meat Processing, June 1989, 28.
31 "Quality gets another boost in new Hatfield pork plant," The National Provisioner, 19 August
1989, 17.
32 Murphy, "Phenomenal Family," 28.
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impressed with the equipment. However, Hatfield customized about 50% of the
system at the plant in response to worker suggestions. Part of this customization
process included the fabrication of much of the equipment in stainless steel. Stainless is
a costly alternative to the normal steel products, but Hatfield felt that the increased
cost was necessary to ensure a clean, sanitary environment, and in the long term the
stainless equipment would prove more durable. This durability would cut maintenance
costs and increase productivity by creating less down time.
New holding pens were designed to facilitate the fast and efficient movement
of the hogs from the trucks to the stunning chutes. These new facilities were
constructed by Agri-Inc. who specialized in livestock buildings. The lean hogs are
transported from the hog buying stations to Hatfield's plant through contract hog
carriers, or in one ofHatfield's 11 piggyback livestock trailers. All hogs are picked up
before lOAM during the hot summer months, to minimize stress on the animal. When
the hogs are delivered to Hatfield they are immediately unloaded at one of the four
new unloading chutes and moved into the air-filtered holding pens. According to
Richard Clemens, son of John S.Clemens, Vice President for Cut, Kill and Rendering,
"We give them a clean, quiet environment, thermostatically controlled sprinklers to
keep them cool, and gentle handling all the way to the chute. It makes a difference. "33
Farmers were now, primarily, being compensated not by the live weight but by
the percentage of lean meat. Hatfield was increasingly using a new instrument to
33 Murphy, "Phenomenal Family," 28.
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produce this figu~e, a Fat-O-Meter built by KSI. The Fat-O-Meteris a light sensitive
probe that when inserted in the rib area is able to calculate the thickness of the Loin
Eye. This thickness combined with the weight of a hog gives Hatfield the ability to
calculate the percentage of lean meat on a hog. Doug Clemens, son of Clair Clemens,
Hog Procurement Supervisor explained in 1989, "After several months of research
work by our quality control and pork departments, we established a premium and
discount hog payment system that is based on these figures, along with our records on
the five primal cuts from the carcass. "34 Most of the hog producers wifiingly accepted
this method of payment. Many realized the need for increasingly healthy foods and
consumer demand for less waste. Increasing the amount of lean meat on the hog has
the advantage of cutting the amount offat that consumers throwaway on their plates.
Hatfield increasingly encouraged its hog producers to develop lean animals, with the
help of animal nutritionists at the various feed companies. This made a profit for both
Hatfield and the producers.
In 1983 the company initiated its own venture into Hog raising with the
purchase ofland and the formation of its subsidiary, SMILING PORKER FARMS.
By 1984 the company had about 2500-3000 hogs on the farm, raised all their own
breeding stock and better understood the problems that plague hog farmers. This
operation was not intended to supply the tremendous demand that Hatfield had for
hogs, however, it was designed as a research and development facility, with reasonable
34 "Quality gets another boost in new Hatfield pork plant," The National Provisioner, 19 August
1989,16-17.
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production capacity. By studying various breeds and diets Hatfield was able to
encourage farmers to provide the superior meat hog that allowed Hatfield to maximize
its capital investment at the plant. This operation was so successful that the company
in 1984 created another subsidiary, SPF Co. ofMaryland to raise breeder pigs for
processing by Hatfield.
The increased productivity of the improved processing facility in Hatfield
increased the company profit sharing contribution in 1989. The company paid $4.6
million in profit-sharing and bonuses to its employees. During these years the Federal
Government was increasingly concerned with how companies, across the country were
administering, and employees using, the pension funds put aside for them. Hatfield was
aware of these concerns and its personnel department was constantly working to
maintain the employee benefit plans in compliance with changing government
regulations. Ken Jones, vice-president ofFinance at Hatfield, was also President, in
1991, of the Profit-Sharing Research Foundation based in Chicago. This Foundation
sponsored a poll by the Gallup organization, in 1991, showing that contrary to
conventional government wisdom most people who received lump-sum distributions
from qualified retirement plans maintained the account in a tax-deferred plan. This poll
was conducted at a time of pending legislation to change the policy of lump-sum
distributions, to quote Ken Jones "This legislation stems from conventional wisdom
among policy-makers that most Americans use lump sums unwisely at the expense of
retirement security. But our survey indicates that most workers are maintaining their
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lump-sums for retirement. "35 Concern for its employees has been a hallmark of
Hatfield Quality Meats' business philosophy since the early years ofthe company. The
very generous profit-sharing, pension plan and health benefits that the company
provides embody this concern. The company educates its workforce, in these
changing regulations and also the effect it will have on the administration of their
plans, through an internal company paper, Smiley's Script.
The company publishes Smiley's Script 4-8 times a year depending on need.
The name is based on the character that the company had developed from the logo
created by Ezra Clemens. The character is used at open houses and other functions by
the company to increase awareness of the Hatfield brand. In the newsletter the
company makes announcements on pending changes; in company structure, capital
improvements, employee health plans, and also information on the employees
themselves. This employee information in the paper can involve retirements,
significant milestones in a person's career at Hatfield, vacation information and many
other items. By creating this paper, the company has tried to maintain the closeness of
a small concern, as it continues to grow. The attention to the welfare ofthe employee
is evident in articles that help people make informed choices on what will be best for
them, in terms of health coverage and retirement plans. Further attention to the welfare
of its employees is evident in the establishment of the Hatco Day Care Center.
35 "Most workers Decline Lump Sum Payment," National Underwriter: Property & CasualityfRisk &
Benefits Management Edition, 21 October 1991, Risk ManagementlEmployee Benefits, 45.
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In 1985 President John W. Clemens, was walking through the plant when
several employees mentioned the problems they were having getting care for their
children, while they were at work. Hatfield responded to the concern of its employees
by creating the Hatco Day Care Center, which is also a certified kindergarten. The
Hatco Day Care center is located in a house next to the plant, so the children are in
close proximity to their parent(s), who occasionally visit during break. Hatfield
converted the house into a licensed educational day-care facility that by 1992
employed 8 full time teachers. Due to the nature of its business, Hatfield's day shifts
start early in the morning, the day care center opens at 4:30 AM to accommodate
those workers. The company helps to subsidize the center, with employees paying
about $10.00 per week less than at other centers. The company subsidizes the facility
up to $50,000 per year with parents paying the balance. By subsidizing the center
Hatfield ensures a competent and qualified staff with little turnover. To quote an
article in the local paper"At most child care centers the turnover rate is so high the
children don't know from one day to the next what's going on ," Yaroch [Lee Yaroch,
director of the Hatco Day Care Center] said. " with a company behind you, you have
benefits and a little higher salary. "36 By 1993 full time employees; those working 1000
hours a year, were provided an employees benefit package that included:
Profit sharing
Medical benefits: Hospitalization, Dental, Major Medical, and Life Insurance
36 Erin Neff "Changing face of day care" The Reporter 1-8-94.
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Employee store
A Day Care center with licensed and state certified teachers.
Subsidized Company Cafeteria (Which serves about 2000 meals per day)
An Infirmary with in-house Nursing staff and corporate Doctors.
A fitness center with trained therapists to help with rehabilitation for injuries
A company "Pignic" every year, to help relax and enjoy the comradeship of
fellow workers and their families in a pleasant surrounding.
The Company "Pignic" embodies the continuation of the philosophy of founder John
C. Clemens, who was noted for his company picnics and dinners. It is true that all this
is not done for the benefit of the employee only, some benefits have the effect of
providing immediate returns for the company. The fitness center hardens the workers
so that they are better able to stand the stress of physical labor, while the cafeteria
provides wholesome and nutritious meals to supplement employee strength and
morale. The day care center helps the company, by allowing the employees to work
when their children are below school age, and lowers employee turnover. These
benefits present a win-win situation for both the company and the employee, and
continues to promote the small company flexibility and camaraderie that has helped
Hatfield to grow. Hatfield continues to encourage employee participation in its
wellness/fitness programs and is a smoke free workplace. In an effort to curtail
workplace injuries due to repetitive motion the company rotates workers after each
break. This rotation also creates the added advantage of cross training employees so
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that they can be more productive. The effectiveness of the programs is evident by the
,"
figures Hatfield reported in 1994, on its health care expenses. In 1993 Hatfield's
Health Care expenses were approximately the same as in 1992, a remarkable
achievement when compared to the annual double digit increases that are standard for
most businesses. Credit for this achievement were placed by Blue Cross on a low
incidence ofLifestyle related claims (representing smoking, drug and alcohol related
illnesses). Combining continuing education in the Smiley Script, with wellness
programs, an effective Safety program, and the fitness center enables Hatfield to
maintain a productive and well treated workforce. The company continued to share its
profits with employees during the 1993 financial year. The company contribution to
profit sharing, retirement and bonuses exceeded $5.8 million for the year.
Hatfield also recognizes that it is an intrinsic part of the community in which it
works and markets. The company has a matching contribution plan, in which they
match any donation given by an employee to an approved charitable cause or
organization. This program was initiated in late 1983 and donations by the company
were $34,181 in its first full year of operation. By 1994 the company was supplying
$2 for every $1 donated by its employees and the total contribution was over
$148,000. The company has established scholarships to Montgomery County
Community College, worked with the local Vocational Technical school to prepare
students for the work environment, and donated equipment and product for local
events and needs. During the fiscal 1984 year the company supplied over 87,000
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pounds of product to the Philadelphia food banle In March of 1989 alone, Hatfield
donated 30,000 pounds of meat to the greater Philadelphia Food Bank, to help feed
the needy. This was followed in October of the same year with donations for St.
Christopher's Hospital for Children. This represents an ongoing tradition of helping
the local community and is only a small sampling of the continuing help Hatfield
provides.
Physical plant expansions continued in the early 1990's. By June of 1991 the
company announced completion ofa water flume system in the plant that reduced
water consumption almost 50%, from 170 gallons to 95 gallons per hog, through
recycling. The new system not only reduced the amount ofwater consumption but,
improved the safety ofworkers on the job by greatly reducing slipping accidents. The
company has continued to focus on improving its water system usage. The Delaware
River Commission monitors eflluent, water levels and usage rates for the area and has
increased its regulation of area wells. 1. Scott Clemens, Hatfield's director of
environmental affairs, notes that since only 50% of the plants water supply comes from
wells, which are also regulated, the company has focused on ways to limit water use in
the plant, "We have to pay for the water we use; then we have to pay a surcharge on
the eflluent we discharge, so it only makes sense to find ways to conserve. "37 The
company has placed proposals with government agencies on further recycling of its
treated water discharges, but has met with the usual government roadblocks on
37 Dan Murphy, "No Secret to their success," The National Provisioner, February 1994, 39.
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pioneering proposals that haven't been studied in academia. Since the company in 1994
was using about 3.5 million gallons ofwater, a week, any recycling effort would have
a significant effect, if the government would allow it.
On November 2, 1992 the company completed the new cut department. This
completion represented the culmination of 18 months of planning and construction.
Hatfield created a strategic partnership with Canadian Manufacturer G.E. LeBlanc,
Inc. to design and build the cut floor. Hundreds of hours went into the design and
manufacture of the cut floor, over the eighteen months needed to completion. The
engineers ofLeBlanc set up and tested the entire system at their plant to demonstrate
and instruct Hatfield employees on the process. Armed with employee comments and
suggestions, the finished department worked very smoothly from the start. Hatfield
created a cut floor that works to its satisfaction, while the LeBlanc company can point
to a successful working model to other prospective clients. The completed system
employs ergonomic designs and was designed for maximum productivity, consistent
with employee safety. The cut floor equipment works by hydraulics, thus eliminating
noise, a plus for worker safety, and many maintenance problems. Production was
increased to 750 hogs per hour with a rated capacity of 1100 hogs per hour. With the
new facility completed the company was able to combine first and second shifts and
allow the total of 110 workers in the department to work together on a nine hour shift.
This improvement enabled the cut floor to operate at the same speed as the kill floor,
increasing productivity while decreasing the storage space necessary for efficient plant
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operation. When the cut floor was completed the company turned its attention to the
Fresh Pork Boning room. In 1992 production in this department averaged 150,000 lb.
per week, following the new construction the department was averaging 310,000
pounds per week and had a capacity of750,000 lb. per week. In the financial year of
1993 the company spent a total of $5.5 million on building additions and
improvements. Funds spent on improved equipment was even more, $7,348,391. By
spring of 1994 the company was embarking on a new order assembly area. Designed
as a state-of-the-art distribution facility that will contain an automated storage and
retrieval system, a high speed sorting system to get boxes to the correct trucks and a
computer controlled warehouse management system. The Automated Storage and
Retrieval system, to be located in the freezer area, will be provided by Munch Autech
and is expected to be on-line by fall of 1994, with the entire project completed by
1996.
Continuing with the increase in production facilities has been the efforts of the
marketing department to promote and increase sales ofthe Hatfield Brand and the
other registered trademarks ofHatfield; PRIMA PORTA, BUTCHER WAGON,
HATFIELD LESS SALT, and OUR GOLD RIBBON. Prima Porta is Hatfield's Italian
sausage line of products. Butcher Wagon is Hatfield's economy brand of processed
meats and the Gold Ribbon is the premium quality brand. By the end of 1993 the
company had 74g items in its line of products, down slightly from 835 the year before.
In an increasingly competitive market the need to reevaluate the number of products
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and eliminate the slow moving products, while introducing new items, is of paramount
importance.
The company attempts to satisfy the palate of the American consumer, before
the consumer knows what he wants, by introducing new products. In April of 1991
Hatfield introduced the "Hatfield Family Classic Smoked Boneless Ham", a precooked
"93% fat free and 100% delicious ham". This ham was promoted with full page
advertisements and a $1.00 coupon offer. Described as "sized for today's families,
priced for today's budgets" the product information also mentioned the fact that the
ham was microwavable. In June of 1991 Hatfield introduced its "Hatfield Lite Franks",
with the claim that they were made without sweeteners added, "85% fat free, 100%
delicious and great for microwaving." Earlier in 1991 the company was the subject,
along with 12 other companies of a random inspection for Dibutylnitrosamine
(DBNA) by the Food Safety and Inspection Service of the U.S. Agricultural service.
Once again the quality ofHatfield's meats were confirmed by the government finding
that Hatfield hams had no detectable levels of this chemical. The company
continuously introduces new products, attempting to satisfy the changing American
palate. Recently, Hatfield has emphased low fat, the importance of microwaving and
budget pricing. Introduced during the recession of 1991 these products appealed to
financial strapped families, concerned with nutrition, budgets and time. The changing
configuration of the American workforce had been evident in Hatfield's products for
well over a decade, decreased preparation time being one of the important fact.ors that
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the company could promote. The fact that pork is the "other white meat" was also
promoted in the 1980's and 90's, to increase understanding by the American consumer
that pork could be a healthy addition to chicken in a family's regular diet. Hatfield also
utilizes its favorable location, proximity to the east coast markets, with its efficient
transportation and packaging system. Most ofHatfield's markets are less than 10
hours away, many even less, which allows longer life, on the grocers' meat cases, since
the meat can be delivered overnight. To quote Jacob (Jake) Clemmer, vice president
for Sales and Marketing, "Pull dates are key- with all retailers. That's one area where
we have an advantage. "38 By 1994 the company employed 60 drivers, and a total
trucking fleet of48 tractors, 60 trailers and 12 delivery trucks. The trucking fleet
logged over 3,000,000 miles, traveling along the east coast from Maine to Florida. The
marketing department continues to promote brand awareness with year round
advertising, using a mix of radio, newspaper, TV, and promotional advertising (such as
company calendars), to increase sales. The advertising effort is having an effect as
Hatfield increased its market share by 4%, in early 1994, for boneless ham, bacon,
franks and sausage in the Philadelphia area. Hatfield introduced its Prima Porta line to
compete with store brand meats, and obtain shelf space while generating additional
sales. This segmenting of the marketplace is a trend that Hatfield expects to continue.
Jake Clemmer points out, "You have to segment. Certain brands pull better in certain
38 Dan Murphy, "Family Tradition: Hatfield ties its proud heritage to a high-tech tomorrow," The
National Provisioner, February 1994, 30.
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markets, and we try to take advantage of that. "39 Included with the segmenting ofthe
marketplace is the effort to increase branded product sales. Hatfield in 1994 increased
its effort to sell branded fresh case-ready pork. This is an area in which many others
have tried and failed, Hatfield thinks they can succeed because of their quality image
and commitment to their retailers. Philip Clemens, executive vice president comments,
"We're anticipating that consumers will be willing to pay [the premium], and we have
to convince retailers that you can sell case-ready pork at a lower margin- and still
make money. "40 The Hatfield image of Quality in their products is extremely important
to this venture, to quote Philip Clemens again, "We've spent years building consumers'
loyalty with our branded product. Now we want to pull that equity into the fresh meat
case." 41
In trying to expand its sales of case branded product, Hatfield has not
forgotten the imR6rtan~e of its workforce. Once again in the 1993-94 fiscal year the
company approved a.substantial amount for the employee profit sharing contribution,
over $6 million. This contribution means that each eligible employee could receive up
to a maximum of 18% of their salary for the year.
Hatfield management had carefully evaluated its marketing and production
capabilities during the early 1990s and recognized that it needed to gain market share
i~ the Deli market of the local supermarket. The company had been trying since 1986
39 Dan Murphy, "Family Tradition: Hatfield ties its proud heritage to a high-tech tomorrow," The
National Provisioner, February 1994, 32.
\' 40 Ibid., 28.
41 Ibid.
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to break into the deli market utilizing its Hatfield Gold Ribbon label. Increased market
share in the Deli market was needed in order to even out the production line and
maintain profit margins. In looking at some of their alternatives the company decided
to grow by acquisition. In targeting acquisitions that had a strong presence in the deli
market, along with strong geographical marketing ties, Hatfield would be able to
penetrate markets in an extremely cost effective manner. In relatively short order the
company purchased three other companies that met their criteria. These companies,
Hershey Meats and Commissary, Peter J.Lugar & Sons, Inc.ofBeaver Falls, PA, and
Medford Meats, Inc'- of Chester are designed to help Hatfield gain a cost effective
entry into these markets while adding to capabilities. "The acquisition [Medford] will
allow Hatfield to move into the deli-meat market and make Medford part of the trend
toward consolidation in the meat industry."42 The acquisition ofPeter J.Lugar & Sons,
Inc.ofBeaver Falls, marks an equally interesting geographical market extension by
Hatfield. Previous to the Lugar acquisition, Hatfield had marketed its product solely
on the eastern coast. Marketing their products south to Florida and north to Maine,
the Hatfield, PA firm had rarely sent product across the Appalachian Mts. The
acquisition ofLugar will give Hatfield the chance to start introducing its product into
the midwestern market, stronghold of the large national meat processing plants.
"Hatfield Vice President of Marketing Jake Clemmer said the union of the two family-
owned companies will allow Hatfield to expand its line of luncheon meats in Pittsburgh
42 "Pork firm to beefup--frankly" Philadelphia Inquirer 29 January 1994, Section D , 1.
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and surrounding markets."43This diversification, by Hatfield, should strengthen its
marketing ability and limit its exposure to regional economic slowdowns.
In addition to these three companies, Hatfield also bought at auction a facility
in Emmaus, PA, to produce Pre-cooked Sausage, Bacon, Ribs and other products.
This facility enables Hatfield to process product at a second facility and take some of
the strain offthe Hatfield plant, as it continues to grow. The Emmaus plant will be
working very closely with Hatfield's Food Service department to provide pre-cooked
and portion controlled products for institutional and other customers. This is an area
of future growth for the company as its quality image will help to secure satisfied
customers. In 1993 the company's Food Service department added its fourth national
account, Pizza Hut. Pizza Hut joined with Sheraton, Subway, and Burger King in
buying Fresh Sausage, Sliced Ham, Salami, Roast Beef, Bologna and Hot Spicy Ham
from Hatfield. In working with these accounts and others, Hatfield discerned a change
in the market place from fresh sausage to pre-cooked sausage. This changing
marketplace can now be addressed at its production facility in Emmaus, without
disrupting the flow of product at the main plant. The acquisition makes excellent
sense in developing greater R&D capabilities, and faster tum-around, for the food
service department as that segment of the market gains increasing size.
43 Business briefs Souderton Independent 26 January 1994, 22.
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In evaluating the history ofHatfield Quality Meats, Inc. 's first hundred years,
several areas stand out as key reasons for the family firms' success. First among these
is the devotion to quality. Without quality products the Hatfield firm would have been
unable to grow large enough to withstand the consolidation pressure being forced on
small firms today. Many firms have superior products and are unable to capitalize on
that feature to insure success. In looking over Hatfield's success, it is important for the
outsider to review the company's Philosophy ofBusiness, its mission statement
formulated in the mid 1970s, which delineates how Hatfield views its position in
society.
Hatfield's Philosophy of Business
Objectives
1. Produce approved quality products with maximum efficiency, to sell them at
reasonable prices, to meet our customers needs through service andproduct
value and to realize a reasonable return on our investment
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2. Provide our employees good working conditions with modern equipment to
perform theirjob efficiently, fair wages for work performed, adequate benefits,
and a share ofcompany profits.
3. Maintain and apply Christian principles in all our customer, employee and
vendor relationships.
4. To support our community through financial contributions, environmental
concerns and extend a helping hand whenever possible.
Many companies have impressive mission statements, but Hatfield management
consciously tries to live theirs and expects their employees to adhere to them as well.
Quality is mentioned in the first sentence, a strong indication ofHatfield'·s position.
Quality alone, however, is insufficient reason for success. Hatfield Quality Meats has,
in addition, dedication and a cohesive work ethic among its employees and,
importantly, among its family owners.
It is impossible to overstress the importance of a cohesive family work ethic, in
a family business. Most family business rarely last longer that one generation, reaching
the third generation is achieved by very few family run businesses. Hatfield is currently
experiencing transition from the older members of the third generation to the younger
members of the same generation, a span of over 20 years in the large family
environment. Their strong Christian religious background has helped the family to
maintain cohesiveness and the ability to work together to solve problems and insure
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that ego does not get in the way of managing a successful business. The family has
long understood the importance of working together and has a family business retreat
every year to infCJrm the family members of management decisions, and how that will
effect family members in the business. It is at these meetings that family members get
a chance to voice their opinions and dissatisfactions. They also hear speakers on topics
such as; resolving conflict, curbing jealousy, and improving communications. Once
the family has ratified those decisions, it is important that any dissatisfaction be
dropped and not brought into the work environment, something that has worked so
far. Senior family members conduct annual interviews for individual family members,
usually from two to four hours each for a frank confidential discussion ofgoals,
opinions and career plans. The family also takes a confidential survey every few years,
within themselves, about the business, company directions, and policies. The family
tries to achieve consensus among its members with the Christian values that are the
family's guidelines for conduct. This family consensus involves passing down those
values and principles to the next generation. "Ifyou don't pass your values on to the
next generation, who will."44 In passing down these values the family is attempting to
build accountability into its management, "If a family business is to be successful, it
will take hard work. It takes making the hard decisions. And, Mr. Clemens emphasizes
{Philip}, it takes asking the tough questions ofyourself'45
44 "Hatfield Quality Meats: Just taking care of the place," The Family Business Advisor, February
1994,5.
45lbid
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The work ethic espoused by the family found a counterpart in the work ethic of
the region that the family firm was located. Hatfield has always gotten tremendous
production out of its workers and they have rewarded this production with good
wages and benefits, including the generous profit sharing plan. By working beside their
employees the owners are able to understand and respond to problems in an efficient
and understanding way. The firms' employees have appreciated the owners position
and have worked with them to create a highly efficient workforce that is flexible on
work rules and valued by both the employers and the employees. It will be one ofthe
company's challenges in the coming years, as it grows out of the local region's ability
to supply workers, to transfer this workplace culture to new workers raised in
different environments.
Another factor in the family firm's growth has been the advantage ofa small
niche market, overlooked by the national meat producers; the ethnic Pennsylvania
Dutch. This market was of extreme importance to the firm in its early years as a
regional pork processor. I have stressed the importance of "Scrapple" and Sausage to
the firm. These two products, and especially the scrapple, enabled the firm to find a
market that was ignored, to a large extent, by the national packers. In supplying this
niche market the firm was able to create a reputation for quality products that brought
consumers back for more. The "Pennsylvania Dutch" appreciated the quality and
flavor of the scrapple and sausage that Hatfield provided, they also appreciated the
quality and flavor of the hams, bacon and pork loins, etc. John W. Clemens has made
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mention that Bob Evans Farms, a large competitor, had difficulty in penetrating
Hatfield's regional market because of the demand for a quality product at reasonable
pricing. Hatfield has marketed its reputation for quality products for many years, with
evident success. The exploitation of this niche market by Hatfield, while not
necessarily evident to them initially, enabled the family firm to create a strong and
dependable base from which to grow.
The advantage ofHatfield's geographical position has also helped the firm to
expand. Located in the Mid-Atlantic region ofthe country, Hatfield is within two days
journey ofa significant portion of the country's population. When John C. Clemens
began his business, back in 1895, he was at the extreme range ofa profitable market-
garden location to a major population area. Going 30 miles in horse and wagon to
Philadelphia represented a significant amount of time and trouble for a farmer ofthe
period. It would have been impossible to deliver fresh product much further. The
increasing availability oftransportation and technological improvements, especially in
the early years, enabled John C. Clemens to capitalize on his location. The introduction
ofthe train, to supply mid-western hogs, and trucks to haul product, allowed the firm
to increase in size at a more profitable rate than would have been possible in the
previous one hundred years.
The introduction of the truck was especially important to the small local pork
producer. With the truck, small firms like Hatfield (pleasant Valley) were able to
expand their marketing range and move more product, increasing efficiency by
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reducing spoilage and supplying the need for fresh pork. With the truck, the family
firm was able to begin selling to towns such as Reading, Bethlehem, Allentown,
Pottstown and other regional markets. As the efficiency of transportation has
increased, and the availability of an efficient highway system has appeared, the firm
could expand on a greatly enlarged regional scale. The introduction of low cost
refrigerated motor carriers dramatically lowered the capital costs of regional
distribution, and enabled firms like Hatfield to compete on more even terms with the
industry giants. The increasing flexibility, resulting from the truck, rapidly changed
how both live hogs and processed meat were delivered.
The reasons enumerated above appear to provide the foundations for a very
profitable business.
1. Quality Product
2. Family work cohesiveness.
3. Employee work ethic and ability.
4. Niche market to start with.
5. Ideal geographical positioning.
6. Transportation improvements.
These advantages ofilie Hatfield firm are obviously important to the firm's eventual
success and growth, however, these advantages were also available to other local pork
packers and many of them didn't survive or prosper. So the question remains, What
did Hatfield do that those others didn't, to prosper and grow? It is in examining this
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question that the particular strength ofHatfield's family management stands forth: its
ability to reinvest for the long-term growth of the company at the expense of short-
term profits.
In every company'shistory there is a period that represents tremendous
change, change that points a company in a new and more profitable direction, or into
bankruptcy. Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. faced this challenge in the mid to late 1960's
and through astute management decisions and willingness to plan, and invest for the
future, the firm was able to reach its present greatly expanded capacity.
When looking at the history of Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. it is possible to see
a company that grew gradually during its first 70 years. During this period the
foundation for the present large corporation was laid. The company successfully
surmounted the change ofleadership from John C. Clemens to his four sons, and the
movement and name change to Hatfield Packing Co. following the disastrous fire at
Pleasant Valley. The period from 1946 to the middle 1960s represented a period of
sustained growth for the firm as it grew from only 35 workers to over 108 people.
This growth at Hatfield occurred as the country experienced its great post-war boom.
This post war boom was not only observed in consumption but also in productivity.
After the Second World War the meat packing industry underwent a second
technological revolution. New machinery and methods for meat processing;
mechanical knives, stunners, power tools such as saws and hide skinners, electronic
scales and slicers all combined for a significant impact in productivity. In 1955 the
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American Meat Institute was told that automation was a technical reality in sausage
and bacon operations. Labor productivity in the meat industry rose by 15% from
1954-1958 and employment began to fall. "By 1972 total employment in meat
packing stood at 189,000 down from 274,000 in 1947."46
During this period Hatfield maintained its traditional focus on production and a
lean office, only during the late 1960s did the company computerize its payroll.
Hatfield also began to expand its marketing plans and introduced radio advertising
during the fifties. The company was expanding in the face of an industry market that
was decreasing in employment overall.
Despite their progressive stance, the company was still not well represented in
its marketing area. The company was not selling to the large regional supermarkets
that had developed in the post-war economy, and already controlled a significant
fraction of the food dollar. Total production in 1968 was only 15,000,000 pounds,
insufficient to handle regional demand. The company was still state inspected and only
gradually was it introducing "coupe salesmen" to handle the changing marketplace.
The adoption of the company logo and slogan "country made" positioned the company
to create significant brand awareness. In order to increase its presence in the region,
changes in business capabilities were necessary.
46 Jimmy M. Skaggs, Prime Cut: Livestock raising and Meat Packing in the United States 1607-1983
(College Station: Texas A & M University Press), 189.
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TABLE 1.
GROWTH OF HATFIELD 1940-1994
Year Sales Pounds Employees
1940 25
1947 $1,000,000 2,000,000 35
1964 $6,000,000 5,937,000 108
1968 15,000,000 155
1969 $10,000,000 18,000,000 170
1976 $41,000,000 45,000,000 362
1978 $55,519,300 71,930,000 373
1980 $76,252,455 93,184,390 445
1981 $86,911,763 99,679,305 570
1982 $106,075,434 114,782,958 606
1983 $130,080,868 128,034,443 620
1984 $131,561,297 149,634,443 706
1985 $151,678,714 170,547,214 672
1986 $159,973,781 188,993,707 765
1987 $192,912,476 201,938,761 803
1988 $214,744,460 228,385,431 900
1989 $209,561,193 244,042,750 949
1990 $245,830,082 271,444,130 1016
1991 $287,923,132 281,841,333 1075
1992 $275,382,499 296,183,537 1100
1993 $289,311,223 323,838,270 1200
1994 $310,286,356 339,383,641 1228
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Table 1. shows how dramatically Hatfield's growth increased from 1969. The table
makes evident that a significant increase in both sales and production capacity
occurred between 1969 and 1976. By looking at company records it is possible to see
that the period during the late sixties were critical to Hatfield's future success. In
1965 Hatfield Packing Co. started a $1,000,000 capital improvement project on its kill
and cut floor. This initially involved automating the kill floor, something the large
national packers had done many decades before. In many ways this was a recognition
of the needs of the marketplace and the changing technological nature of the meat
processing business. The technological improvements noted above, mechanical knives,
stunners and saws, all increased Hatfield's productivity. With the automated kill floor
installed, the need for workers who killed in the morning and cut in the afternoon was
not as evident and increased specialization became the rule. The automated kill floor
greatly expanded production capabilities. The increased specialization of the kill floor
mirrors what was happening throughout the entire plant. In many ways it represents a
change from an artisan type of employee to a manufacturing type ofwork. Following
the kill floor automation the cut floor was improved to handle the increased
production. From this period in the mid 1960s the company has never really stopped
building. The initial $1,000,000 capital investment was completed in September of
1967 with the instillation of the automatic Allbright-Nell continuous frank system,
which dramatically increased frank (hot dog) production. The state-of-the-art frank
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machine was one of the first of its kind in the entire country. With these initial
improvements in production capabilities the company was able to greatly increase its
marketing area. In November of 1966 the company achieved Federal inspection status
and was able to sell outside Pennsylvania.
By 1976 the company had outgrown the new improvements of the late 1960s
and dramatically increased its production size. The $2.25 million capital expenditure
added 36,000 square feet to the size of the plant. Again the burst of production
increases is evident in the figures, from 45 million to 93 million pounds between 1976
and 1980. These capital expenditures were financed by corporate profits, and were
paid for in several years. The company has also continuously improved and
modernized the kill and cut floor of the plant. The company started a $42 million
expansion in 1988 that increased plant space by 275,000 square feet, considerably
larger than the 36,000 square feet added in 1976. This building stands in remarkable
contrast to the period before the mid 1960s, when only minimal technological changes
and additions where made.
The willingness to automate the kill floor in 1965 and the addition of the frank
machine, two years later, contributed tremendously to the company's future growth.
Within nine years of the initial expansion the company moved to greatly increase plant
size and capabilities for processing product. Again financed by profits, capital
expenditures in 1976 were more than double the large outlay in 1965. The continuous
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building and improvements taken place since those expansions have all contributed to
the growth of the company.
In looking at the company management during the late 60s to mid 70s it is
possible to see some interesting parallels with the past several years. John S. Clemens
was President of the company, a position he held from 1946 to 1974, his three
. brothers were all in senior management positions, positions they had held for many
years. John and Lester's sons were working in upper to mid level management
positions and were responsible for marketing and production, franks, computers, hog
buying, and other functions. Within 10 years this picture would be radically altered as
the third generation would be taking over from the four brothers. The company finds
itself in much the same position today as the third generation of Clemens family
members is retiring or holding senior positions and the fourth generation is moving
into upper management positions. How much of the need to increase production was
based on market conditions and how much was based on family pressure is something
only the Clemens family can answer. It is, however, probably a combination ofboth
that led the company to explore and then move to increase capacity, both then and
now.
Since Hatfield was responding to consumer demand for their product it was
natural to assume that increased production would be welcomed by their customers,
both stores and consumers. The magnitude of Hatfield's increase in production, from
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45 million to 339 million pounds between 1976 and 1994 implies that something
greater than traditional customer demand was present.
Reviewing how the company handled the marketing of their products during
this period, it is important to look at the generic or non branded market. During the
late 60's and early 70's the traditional market for Hatfield products were small
regional supermarket chains, usually having from two to fifteen stores, and the small
local butcher shop/comer store. Currently, Hatfield not onlysells these stores, they
have also added several large regional chain supermarkets, such as Pathmark and
Acme. These stores helped to handle much ofthe increased production, starting with
store brands. Hatfield had always sold its product under its own name and in bulk, but
making franks and deli meats for these large chains under the store brand name was
not undertaken lightly. Discussion during the late 60's and early 70's was at times
very spirited on the pros and cons ofthe practice. It was finally decided that Hatfield
would make some of this generic product. Abe Landes, Hatfield Marketing Manager
at the time, says that the company would allow only 10% of its capacity for the effort
and no one store or brand could hold over 1% of capacity.47 The concern about the
amount of capacity to dedicate to this venture indicates the strong independence of the
company and its desire to diversify without endangering the long term viability of the
company, in depending on only a few large accounts. Long term consequences of the
move prove that it was a shrewd decision.
47 Mr. Abe Landes, interview by author, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, 22 September 1994
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By its willingness, to accommodate the large regional supermarket chains,
Hatfield was able to gain entree into a larger market and increase its market share.
Providing the store brand product enabled Hatfield to prove the quality of its product.
In agreeing to make the store branded products for the large chain stores, Hatfield
requested and received, shelf space for their own br~nded product. This request
usually coincided with the supermarket customers requesting the brand when they
shopped. The consumers at the large chain stores who had not been exposed to
Hatfield, soon came to appreciate Hatfield's quality as much as the consumers at the
local stores. It was at this time that a dramatic change in Hatfield's product mix begins
to become apparent, something that will be discussed later. Increasing its presence in
the larger chains helped to increase the geographical area in which the company
marketed. The company increased its trucking fleet to handle the increased
geographical coverage, buying more tractor trailer rigs to keep cost per mile
transported low. By the middle of 1994 the company was marketing product from
Maine to Florida. The company's 60 trailers and 12 delivery trucks traveled over
three million miles in that year, delivering an average of 1.15 million pounds of
product every day.
During the early 1980's Hatfield helped one of its neighboring meat processing
plants introduce a new product line. Wampler Longacre, Inc. was looking to
introduce a line of low fat chicken franks and Hatfield agreed to process the franks for
them. This gives an indication that the company had excess capacity in the frank
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operation and was looking to maximize its investments. The experiment only lasted
for a short time, as Hatfield's need for production capacity increased and Wampler-
Longacre, Inc. desired to bring the processing in house. In looking over this episode in
Hatfield's history it shows how Hatfield has always been a production driven
company. Only in the 1980's was the company run by a family member that came from
the sales or marketing side of the company. The introduction ofthe frank system in
1967 was much more than the company needed at the time, by Lester Clemens own
admission. The frank machine was only run several days a week initially, which still
made it a profitable acquisition. John W. Clemens has mentioned that he asked his
brother to slow down the production line following the improvements to the kill floor
in 1965, so that sales could increase its customer base to handle the product. By
looking towards the long term goals of the company, the family increased its
production capabilities long before it had the ability to sell the resulting production
capacity.
The capacity to plan for the long term growth of the company has been vital to
the continued expansion of the firm. While the company pays bonuses to its
employees and dividends to the stockholders, it is not pressured to increase the
dividends beyond what the family feels is prudent. By prudent management the
company is able to earmark significant amounts for the future well-being of the
company, without the capital markets second guessing it's dividend rate. One of the
usual draw backs of this internal financing and decision making is that it is necessary to
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have extremely competent people in management in order to make the correct
decisions. Hatfield has been fortunate enough to have those people in place. The
question that Hatfield must answer in the coming years, as the company continues to
grow, is whether the board ofDirectors and company management is sufficiently
diversified to handle the size company that they have become. The lack offamily
management in the marketing end of the process means that Hatfield must increasingly
be aware of the lack of serious family imput from that area, and guard against
overlooking the importance of marketing, and overemphasizing production.
In looking at the production increases that Hatfield experienced after the
improvements to the kill and cut floors, since the 1960's, another important criteria for
its success becomes evident, increased productivity per employee. Hatfield's
employee numbers have increased significantly since the 1960's, however, that
increase is dwarfed in magnitude by the increase in product per employee. The
technological revolution after the Second World War enabled Hatfield to expand
without having significant capital investments already in place that would have to be
written down or disposed of. The national meat companies were in the opposite
position of having significant assets that they didn't want to write offuntil the marginal
cost of growth and expansion in new facilities were as low or lower than the marginal
cost of operating existing facilities. The following chart shows the increase in
production since 1967, comparing this with the chart showing the pounds of product
per employee and the radically improved productivity is very apparent.
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Chart 1: Pounds of Product
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Here is one of the most significant reasons why Hatfield has prospered during the
1970's and early 80's. Pork consumption in America has increased since the early part
of the century, only because of the increase in population. Depending on price and
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other factors, per capita consumption of pork products has varied but, only within a
relatively narrow range. While per capita pork consumption has varied between 75.8
pounds in 1946 and 54.8 pounds in 1975, it has averaged 63.1 pounds for the entire
thirty-eight year post war period, which is approximately the mean for the whole
twentieth century. In 1994 Forbes magazine reported, "The problem with pork is that
consumption-52 pounds a year per capita, versus 70 for chicken and 65 for beef- has
been flat for a decade"48 The place of consumption has also started tochange. The
following chart, produced by The National Live Stock and Meat Board shows that
from 1984 to 1992 the percentage of pork eaten outside the home has stayed relatively
stable, while usage at home has decreased.49
48 Marcia Berss, "Protein Man" Forbes Magazine, 24 October 1994, 66.
49 "Demand Strategies: The Meat Consumer 1993" The National Live Stock and Meat Board,
Chicago, IL.
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Chart 3: Pork Usage at Home and in Restaurants
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This indicates that Americans are eating pork when they go to restaurants, a greater
percentage of the time, than they do athome, This factor means that different cuts of
meat are going to be increasing or decreasing in popularity depending on the
complexity of preparation and desires, This trend parallels the market for beef, which
is also experiancing declining consumption. The December 5, 1994 edition ofForbes
Magazine reports, "Last year it [beef] fell almost 2 pounds, to 61.6 pounds per capita.
But, for resturants like Morton's of Chicago, thats actually good news. What it means
is this: Because the public has been browbeaten by the health police into serving less
beef at home, it now regards a steak as a splurge and is willing to pay a fancy price
when it treats itself to one."50 The consumption ofpork at restaurants indicates that
50 Joshua Levine, "It's about chewing, it's about salt, it's about fat" Forbes Magazine 5 December
1994,262.
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the trend for beef is not alone. Nevertheless, the overall consumption of pork, per
consumer, has fallen throughout the late 1980's and into the 1990's.
With the consumption of pork dropping, the huge increases that Hatfield
showed since the early 1970's means that they were increasing their market share and
geographical market at a remarkable rate. For a variety of reasons-ranging from a
depressed national economy to fierce competition among meatpackers- between 1979
and 1982, 10 percent of the nation's three hundred pork packers permanently closed
their doors, the American Meat institute claims51 The fierce competition among
meatpackers is evident in the developing trends in the industry. The business of
meatpacking and poultry processing is evolving into a two-tiered system. On the
upper tier is a short list of mega-firms, the top five ofwhom control about 78% ofbeef
slaughter and nearly 50% of poultry tonnage. On a second tier below is a shrinking
group of mid-to small-scale processors who have found a secure niche within which to
prosper. 52The top five companies are complete meat processors who process pork,
beef and chicken, with several also processing lamb. Hormel Foods Corporation, of
Austin Minnesota, is the largest exclusive pork proccessor and had sales of over $2.8
billion in 1994. By the end of 1991 this trend had become even more significant and
Meat Processing magazine was warning firms ofHatfields size that "These mid-sized
companies must strengthen their regional identities, invest in automated processing
51 Jimmy M Skaggs, Prime Cut: Livestock raising and Meat Packing in the United States 1607-1983
_(College Station: Texas A & M University Press) 186.
52 Dan Murphy, "The Top 200" Meat Processing June 1989, 37.
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efficiencies and product R&D, and extend their marketing focus to encompass the
segments the 'Big Boys' either won't or can't attack. Nowhere in the meat industry is
there much room for complacency anymore; the companies in this second strata have
room for none."53The fact that Hatfield could increase their production so
significantly, in a turbulent market, indicates that their product was seen as superior to
its rivals, by the consumer. Hatfield's ability to prosper during this period can also be
partially credited to the increased productivity it had created in the previous decade. A
superior product with efficient production can be considered a partial recipe for
business success. Effective marketing is also necessary.
In reviewing the numbers in the preceding charts productivity improvement
appears to have reached a plateau in the mid 1980's. While total production was
increasing, the number of employees was also increasing. Hatfield improved the kill
and cut floor during this period, however, the increased production has not shown up
in increased productivity per employee. Looking at the changes that the company has
undergone in this period it becomes evident that the logistical support needed to
market their product has begun to effect their productivity capabilities. The addition
of the new warehouse and shipping facilities, scheduled for completion in 1996, may
alleviate some of this drag. It is also probable that this is the reason the company,
recognizing the situation, decided to proceed with expansion by acquisition. This
53 Dan Murphy, "Studying the Strata" Meat Processing June 1992, 2.
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would be a recognition that it has achieved the maximum economies of scale possible
with current technology at its main plant.
Productivity tells only part of the story in looking at how Hatfield increased its
profits and production during the last 30 years. By analyzing the sales and production
figures that Hatfield has provided it is possible to note another change that has taken
place in the period. In 1969 Hatfield produced about 18 million pounds of product
-
that it sold for $10 million. This represents 1.8 poundsfor every dollar of sales in
1969, in 1976 when 45 million pounds was produced, the company received $41
million in sales or 1.1 pounds of product per dollar of sale.
Chart 4: Sales
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This ratio ofone dollar in sales for 1.1 pound of product has been fairly stable
throughout the eighties and nineties. Price fluctuations have undoubtedly had some
effect in several of the years, as hog prices increased and the country experienced a
/
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recession, however it has had only a minor effect. It is apparent, from these figures,
that something dramatic occurred between 1969 and 1976 that increased the value of
Hatfield's products to the consumer.
Chart 5: Sales and Pounds Comparison
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We know that Hatfield automated its kill floor in 1965, however this only
allowed it to increase its production and says nothing about its product value. The
.answer, to the increased product value, has to be with Hatfield's product mix.
Mention has been made of the installation of the Allbright-Nell continuous frank
machine in 1967, which dramatically increased frank production when it was brought
on line. This represents part of the answer; processed meats sometimes command
higher prices per pound than does bulk pork. The company also improved its bacon
processing facility at this time, another value added product. Hatfield during this
period increased its marketing to regional stores and began decreasing its dependence
on the local butcher shop and on its driver salesmen. Large chain stores tend to sell
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more branded product than do the local butcher type stores. The firm is currently
looking to increase its visibility in the Deli market with its recent purchase ofPeter J.
Lugar Deli meats, another area where the cost per pound is significantly higher than in
selling bulk pork. Mention has been made of the effort to introduce case branded
product. The Wall Street Journal ran a short article, in October 1994, entitled Pork
Processors TI}' Branding Chops and Loins with the following sentence "As Frank
Perdue transformed the poultry industry 25 years ago by persuading consumers to ask
for name-brand fryers and drumsticks, pork processors are hoping shoppers will start
seeking out brand-label chops and ribs."~4 The figures imply that Hatfield made a
significant product mix change during the period from 1969 to 1976, or its consumers
changed their buying habits to higher priced meats, and that it increased
profitability(or cost to consumer) per pound at the same time that the company was
dramatically increasing its production capabilities. This dramatic change obviously
produced significant amounts of cash to help the company finance the continuing
improvements it made during the eighties and nineties. In looking at the figures the
year 1964 stands out as an anomaly, sales were actually greater than poundage. This
represents the year before Hatfield began its kill floor modernization. The year
remains an anomaly since Hatfield was unable to repeat this until 1983 and can be
ascribed primarily to market conditions. With 1964 being such an extraordinary year, it
54 Richard Gibson, "Pork Processors tl)' Branding Chops and Loins" Wall Street Journal 26
October 1994, Bl.
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helped to provide significant profits to help finance the inprovements that were started
in 1965.
Another area that Hatfield has started to address is the export market. The
President of the company returned in November 1994 from a business trip to Poland,
Ukraine, Russia, and Japan. Japan currently buys several containers ofpork from
Hatfield every month. Hatfield's President, Phil Clemens, in discussing the subject of
delivery time in exporting, has high hopes that new packaging technology utilizing gas
packaging will extend shelflife to six weeks. Currently the company figures that it
takes two weeks for their product to arrive in Japan and clear Japanese customs,
leaving about one to two weeks for store sales. With the new gas packaging
technology the company will be able to provide Japanese store keepers with the three
to four week shelf life that American stores require. The market for sausage and other
processed meats in Japan can provide another area ofgrowth for the company. A
recent edition ofMeat Marketing and Technology had the following information, "Jim
Holzer, vice president ofChicago-based Frontier Risk Management, says the meat
export market will continue to be a plus for the United States. On the pork side, we
now have the capability of shipping chilled product to the Japanese, he adds. The
Europeans do not. Up until a few jears ago, product shipped to Japan was frozen"55
Once again Hatfield appears on the technological forefront. The other stops on the trip
involved Eastern Europe, which is seen as a growth market area for the future. Poland
55 "Industry Elite: Surviving and Thriving" Meat Marketing and Technology, June 1994,3.
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currently appears to be on the road to a growing capitalist economy and can afford to
import some ofHatfield's products. The other countries appear to be a long range
area ofgrowth. Exporting ofproduct opens a significant new market for the company.
Since Phil Clemens has only recently moved into the Presidents position at Hatfield
this trip represents a hopeful sign for the Hatfield firm. Attention to the marketing of
its products and increasing market distribution, from the head of the firm, implies a
~
change in focus. Such a change in focus is needed to take Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc.
to the next plateau in its growth and history.
By examining the changes that Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. has experienced in
its hundred years of existence, it is possible to see the creation ofa large corporation
from a small family farm. The incubation period lasted almost 70 years, even though
the company was growing and prosperous for many of those initial years, it was only
in the period from 1965 that it truly began to come into its own. The installation of
the automated kill floor in 1965 represented the initial salvo in an increasing
bombardment of change and growth. By building on its Christian heritage, and strong
family commitment, the firm was able to grow and prosper while still retaining control
in the family. The 6 reasons that we initially looked at:
1. Quality product
2. Family work cohesiveness.
3. Employee work ethic and ability.
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4. Niche market to start with.
5. Ideal geographical positioning.
6. Transportation improvements.
have all been part of the reason for Hatfield's success, but it was the specific changes
that the company made in the late sixties and early seventies that created the company
that is evident today:
1. Increased production capabilities.
2. Technological improvements, such as the frank machine.
3. Dramatically increased productivity per employee.
4. Increased market size resulting from regional supermarkets.
5. Improved product mix, resulting in increased pricing.
These specific changes, that are mentioned above, created the Hatfield success story
that we see today. These changes would not have been possible without management
with a commitment to the future, and the willingness to identifY change as a friend to
the firm and not something to be avoided. The willingness of the family to forego all
the initial fruits of their labor, to reinvest in the future, assured the firm of the capital
to increase its capabilities. This investment of capital was done without having to bring
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in outside sources of money, and without diluting the family's control of the firm.
Rarely do family firms have the foresight to reinvest significant amounts in the firm.
This lack of foresight usually results in having to either go public to raise capital,
merge with another company, or gradually fail to maintain market share and cease to
exist after the present generation of owners. It is obvious that the company profited by
the management team that it assembled during these years; they correctly identified the
opportunities that were not always self evident. Corporate Officers made the decision
to pursue those opportunities and achieved much ofwhat they identified.
Superb Leadership and Direction.
Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. has grown into a large pork processing company.
The strength of the company's leadership, and sense of direction, has propelled it into
the 1990's as an aggressive and efficient producer ofpork products. The coming
years are likely to be turbulent for the company, and the industry as a whole. The
information and communications revolution that was created in the late 1980's, by the
personal computer or micro processor, is starting to have an impact on various phases
of the industry.
Increasingly, consumers are buying more food items from "Superstores" and
other non-traditional sources. The national meat marketing board states that
conventional supermarkets accounted for 56.2% of the retail food industry in 1980,
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and only 27.6% in 1991.56 The conventional supermarket (post World War II) was,
and still is, a significant area of growth for Hatfield. Changes in consumer buying
patterns will affect how the company markets its products. The sales organization that
is oriented to respond to supermarket buyers must learn how to handle these non
traditional forms of retailing, without offending current wholesalers. Superstores, such
as Sam's Club, Wal-mart, and others are organized to promote product in different
ways than traditional supermarkets. These stores expect longer shelflife for their
products, they insist on just-in-time delivery, Electronic Data Interchange for placing
orders, and want continuously low prices, without the special sale offerings that are
traditional in the supermarket arena. Changing internal policies to reflect changing
realities in the marketplace is always difficult, when the realities are changing so fast
and in unexpected directions, it is doubly difficult. Since the company has always been
production driven it will take a strong commitment to address the problem.
Dealing with non-traditional sources of retail food buying will also create
logistical problems. Just-in-time delivery for perishable products that must travel long
distance makes for a more efficient use of the hatfield plant's capabilities, however this
must be coordinated with size of delivery vehicles and orders. Sending a tractor-trailer
500 miles with half a load is going to cut into profits, while warehouse usage is not
practicable with the longer shelf life needed. The company is in the process of
rebuilding its order assembly and distribution area, with completion expected in 1996.
56 Demand Strategies: The Meat Consumer 1993 The National Live Stock and Meat Board, Chicago
111., 1993, 5.
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This attention to the logistical end of the plant will help to increase the productivity of
the plant and enable it to handle the increasing demands of its customers for quicker
tum around of product. The new technology of gas packaging, that is being pushed by
export demands and case branded meats, will also serve the company in meeting its
customers demands for longer shelf life.
The habits of the American consumer are also in a state of constant change.
Increasing amounts of pork consumption is at restaurants and not in the home. As
more families have two people working or are single parent homes, the place offood
consumption will swing away from home based meals and towards a quick bite to eat,
either in the microwave or at a restaurant. This will mean changes in types of product
and in Hatfield's product mix. While increasing demand for high profit cuts of meat
are always appreciated, other cuts of meat or meat products that do not fit in
Americans dietary habits will be more difficult to sell. The export market may help
with this imbalance, good marketing will also help.
Hatfield will also face increased competition from competitors who will be
attempting to enter and control Hatfield's markets. The company currently has the
number two- position in the Philadelphia market for franks, with just over 14%
marketshare compared to the number one which has 16%. The company's
marketshare in the tri state Delaware Valley Area ranges from a high of 14% in
Philadelphia to about 10% in the Harrisburg area. Figures for many of its other
products are in the same approximate range for marketshare. With the declining
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importance ofbrand names in the competitive 1990's, it will be interesting to see if
Hatfield is successful in its attempt, along with its competitors, in creating a market for
case branded meats. Increasingly the industry appears to be attempting to reverse
national trends and develop this market. "Case-ready pork will grow, Nelson says
[David Nelson, vice president ofNew York-based NatWest Markets] We're going to
see more case-ready pork in the near future, he adds. Hormel, ConAgra and Tyson all
have case-ready pork. Since we have several major players, we're going to see some
critical mass in this category, and it will be more readily adopted by the
supermarkets"57 The industry appears to be forcing the issue of case ready pork in an
effort to maintain and increase its value added. Increasingly the meat industry is
viewed as a mature industry with little room for explosive growth. "Innovative
companies like Hormel and larger companies manufacturing big-volume movers might
do all right, he adds [John McMillan ofNew York-based Prudential Securities]. But
as a whole, I think you have a pretty mature, flat industry."58
Faced with this relatively flat market the producers ofprocessed meats have
several choices. They can increase their market share by driving out competitors,
change their product mix to maintain profits with less production, brand their product
.. to increase perceived value and profits, and move into the generic market. This final
strategy, the generic market, is one that accords well with the prevailing marketing
trends, during the 1990's. "Private label is making an impact on the meat industry,
57 "Industry Elite: Surviving and Thriving" Meat Marketing and Technology, June 1994, 3.
58 Ibid., 5.
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particularly on the pork side, says Holzer [vice president, Frontier Risk Management]
Go into a Jewel, for example, and there's a Jewel brand bacon and smoked sausage, he
adds. That's a trend of the future that will significantly impact some of the older brand
names."59 Hatfield first achieved significant growth when they agreed to make private
branded product in the late 1970's; they still have and utilize this capability. The
company would appear to be positioning itself to take advantage of most of the trends
in the meat industry. Hatfield can produce case-branded product, it has entered the
export market, it does private label packaging and it has absorbed several of its smaller
competitors. This positioning in the marketplace is all based on the one idea that the
company has not changed since its begining, a quality product at a fair price.
"Consumers will continue to demand value, McMillan says."60 Hatfield will continue
to provide the percieved high quality and fair pricing that constitute good value to
most consumers.
Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. has good reason to celebrate its 100th anniversary
in 1995. The company has steadily increased in size during the past 30 years, and
especially in the past 10 years when it has gone from being the 51 st largest meat
and/or poultry processor in the nation in 1988 to 36th in 1992, to the 28th largest
meat packer and processor in the nation in 1994. With the exception of Smithfield
Foods of Smithfield VA, it is the largest pork processor east of the Appalachians.
59 "Industry Elite: Surviving and Thriving" Meat Marketing and Technology, June 1994, 5
60 Ibid.
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Smithfield which had sales of over $1.2 billion in 1993 generates its volume from 8
processing plants, while Hatfield generates over $300 million in one plant.
The company has remained true to the philosophy expressed in its mission
statement. Hatfield has seen periods of growth followed by disaster. The company
has demonstrated its ability to return from the ashes of a disastrous fire to the present
thriving firm. The family firm has successfully negotiated the change of generational
management three times in its history. Hatfield Quality Meats, Inc. has dramatically
increased its marketing area ·and now sells product from Maine to Florida, with a
growing export trade. Through its Food Service Division the company has expanded
its marketing to institutions, restuarants and others not in the traditional retail food
trade. With the introduction of its Butcher Wagon, Prima Porta, Hatfield Less Salt and
Gold Ribbon Lines the company has appealed to various sub catagories in its
marketing area. Hatfield has successfully changed the name of the firm three time in,its
100 years, from Pleasant Valley Packing Co. to Hatfield Packing Co. to Hatfield
Quality Meats, Inc., while maintaining customer loyalty to its quality products. The
company has changed its product mix, to better reflect American palates, increasing its
size in a declining market. The company has the opportunity to increase its market
share within its present distribution area. Hatfield currently does business in the New
York metropolitan area and the Washington D. C. area, however it has only scratched
the surface of those markets, among others. The pmchase offour meat processing and
related operations from 1992 to 1994 enables Hatfield to diversify and gain entry to
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marketing areas that it has not attempted before. The changing forces of distribution
and consumption offer opportunities and pitfalls. Technological improvements in
logistical management and transportantion handling, as represented by the new
addition to order assembly and distribution, will enable Hatfield to successfully
compete in its market. By maintaining its standards and philosophy, it should be able
to grow and prosper for the next 100 years, adapting and changing to meet the current
market realities while not compromising on its core values.
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Top Meat Packers, 1989
Meat Packers & Meat Processors Sales and Size Ch~rt 1989__ ISales{Millions) Employees Plants Ranking_
ConAgra, Inc. __ _ _ _ _ -~- 9,320 42,993 100 1
IBP, Inc. - - ---- --- ,---- ----9,100 22,000 14 2
-- --- --- - .----- -- -I- -
Excel Corp. __ __ _ 6000 11,000 .J.il- _ 3
Sipco, Inc. ' 3,225 5,400 7 4
Sara Lee Meat GrouP -- - - - ---- -- - I ------2]10 12,000 25 - 5
Oscar Mayer Food Corp. I 2,300 2300 20 6
Geo. A. Hormel __ I 2,293i--_82_0_00 ~7i 7
Tyson Foods, Inc. _ I 1,936 26,000 32 8
John Morrell Co. I 1,800 5,400 4 9
Swift-Eckrich, Inc. -- -- -----I 1,700 8,200 21 10
Conagra Poultry Co. --- ------:--- _1,500 12,000 18 11
~i1son Foods Corp. ---- - =~--c= 1,:f?j- 5~0_0f--_ 7 12
Idle,Wild Foods, Inc. --- - -- - I 1,110 2400 1 13
GOidKiSDnc. -- =_= -r---- 1,044 9,500 10 14
DUbuque Packing Co_.__ __ _ I _1ll.QQ.1-- 1,550 7 15
Perdue Farms, Inc. I 1,000 12,000 10 16
~ield Foods, Inc.-_-_- - ---- --- - -r --91fC3 f- 4,100 10- 17
Holly ~Inc:-~---=-- -~=_ __ = t __ 9-00 --10~000 8 18
Farmstead Foods Co. I 675 3200 2 19
--- - - I ----CO_r:!§olidated Beef Ind., Inc.___ __ ._ __ 658 1785 6 __ 20
FDL Foods, Inc. __ , _ _650 2,700 __ 2 21
PackerlancfPacking Co. __ n__ _ I _ 600 - - 1::'-00 3 22
Thorn Apple Valley, Inc. _ 593 2,000 6 23
Farmland Foods, Inc. _ _ 585 1,900 3 24
Hudson Foods, Inc. _ i 549 6,000 13 25
Pilgrim's Pride Corp. I 506.4 7,000 6 26
Nebraska Dupaco Co. ---- --- i 502 571 1 27
Moyer Packing Co. - -- ---- I 452 3,854 4 28
E. A. Miller, Inc. - - --! 450 1,000 1 29
Hyplains Dressed Beef Co. -_. _._- i 412·' 315 1 30
-- ---- ~----'-=+---,.--:-,=-=+--:-::+---,
Rymer Foods,Inc.____ 376 '1,800 5 31
WLR Foods, Inc. _ 371.4 3,854 6 32
Fresh Mark, Inc. 350.1 1,400 4 3~
Wayne Poultry Co. I 326 5,000 8 34
Seaboard Farms of Athens --- -- --r --- 300 3,600 4 35
Tama Meat packin9-corp.-- - ==-=- ~- ~~ =_ ...3QQ -~ 500 1 35
Townsend, Inc. 300 3,200 4 35
Dinner Bell FOOdSCo. __- -- -- ------ -- - _=_ : __ ---276~2_5 4 38
Clougherty Packing Co. . 270 1,100 1 39
Bar-S-Foods Co. 253 856 2 40
----- --------_.-----'Case Foods, Inc. 250 1,200 3 41
Plumrose Co. ~ 250 750 4 41
Doskocil Companies, Inc. _ ___ _ _ _ 247~- 4,900: _ 13 43
Hygrade Food Products Co. __un _ _ t- 245e--- _1,oqoi_ 5 44
Bocco, Inc. __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ : 2~3 _ ~.Q71_ 3 45
Wisconsin Packing Co. _ __ 228 415 4 46
Harkers, Inc. __ _ 225 _ ~O 3 47
Sam Kane Beef Processors I 225 395 1 47
------Sun Land Beef, Co. ___: 221 500 1 _~
Taylor Packing Co., Inc. _ _~ ~l~ _ 647 1 50
Hatfield Quality Meats,~ __ _ ---f __ ~~_ 970 1 51
Source: Meat Processing, June 1989 i
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Top Meat Packers, 1992
2_ !Sales(Milli,?~ E~oyees Plants Ranking
19505 75,000 _J~ 1
--
,
-
~-
10400 27,000
. 1Z. 2
-- 35500 13500 14
--- 48,000 52 4I 3922 ,-,-
I 3098 13,000 26 5
.~ 2836 8300 13 62300 13,0Q.0 17 72021 5700 4 8
I -------- 1--.1800 2500 7 9
.--
180l 10,000 7 10
1200 2,000 1 --11
1200 12,500 12 12
1072 5000 9 13
1000 3,700 14 14
,- ._-
P30 __3,200 7 15
820 3,400 10 16
-_.-'---
817 __.2~ 6 17
787 10,500. 9 18
-
- -i65i --8,000 -15 19
-
- '-=--6001 _ 2,!,8.QQ -' --2 20f--- - --
- 600 1,300 .. 20
- --
----5851--1,350 4- 22
~-r-.--- .
~560 7,000 12f----
-502: --5,000 6 24
_.
-5011--16,.QQQ 1---,_2§.
-
--
___4
446r'-1~200 4 26
'- --
----:tI7' '315i 1 27
-l--~O: 4,600 6 28
I 360 &50 1 29
I 350 1,100 2 30
-r --345 2,600 1 31J: 310 475 1-~
I 305 1,450 4-33
I 299.6 725 1--s4
I 288 1,085 1 ,~
-;-
- +-- ,-
I
----- -----
Peck Foods Co .
Clou he Packin Co.
Gold Kist, Inc.
Sara Lee Corporation
Geo. A. Hormel & Co. _
Oscar Ma er Foods Corp.
John Morrell & Co.
._--------
Beef America Inc.
Idle Wild Foods, Inc.
Perdue Farms, Inc,-- _
Smithfield Food_s,,-,I_n_c. _
Majesty I~c:... .__ __
Farmland Foo js
-- -
Doskocil Companies, Inc.
ThornAppleValley,lnc.. --== ===
Pilgrim's Pride Corp. __._
Hudson Foods, Inc.
FDL Foods,l~ _
packerland Packing Co.
American Foods Grou
Continental Grain Co.-Wa.yne- -- --- -----
WLR Foods, Inc.
Bob Evans-Farm5,"lnC:- --MoerPackingcO:- - _n. .
H lains Dressed Beef. Inc.
Townsends, Inc.
Meat Packers & Meat Processors Sales and size chart 19~
ConAgra, Inc. __~ -=--'--
IBP, Inc.
.Excel Corp
.Tyson Foods, Inc.
Source: Meat Processin •June 1992
Rocco, Inc. _
Sun Land Beef Company __ __ _ _
Fresh Mark, Inc. _ __. _
Ta lor Packin Co., Inc. , _
Hatfield Quali Meats, Inc_. . _
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Vita
Arthur C. Bustard, son of Arthur L. and Joan Bustard of Cedars PA, was born
in Sellersville, PA in December 1954. He is a 1976 graduate of Shippensburg State
College, with a degree in Regional Geography. Currently, Art is President of Cedars
Advertising, Inc. a Promotional Products company with over $1 Million in annual
billings. Art started working as a salesperson for the family business in 1977, and
became Owner and President in 1988. He resides in Cedars, PA with his wife Barbara
and Daughter Mary-Kate.
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